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EXTRACTS FROM RECENT SPEECHES DELIVERED
IN UPPER CANADA-CHIEFLY EDUCATIONAL.

I. THE HON. WM. H. DRAPER, C. B.
Chief Justice of the Court of Comamon Pleas.

ARCHITECTURAL IMPROVEMENT IN UPPER CANADA-THE LAW COURTs, COURT
11OUSES, CHURCIES, &C.

At the recent re-opening of Osgoode Hall, Chief Justice
Draper spoke as follows :-" The unquestionable superiority, in
every respect, of the buildings provided for the holding of our
Courts, over every other devoted to a similar purpose that has
Preceded them in Upper Canada, is no insignificarit type of the
character of the general improvement of the Province. Our
early settlers-the hardy pioneers of improvement-were glad
to be under the shelter of a rough log house, to find protection
against the storm afid tempest, the heat of summer, and the
inclemency of winter. The necessity of a due administration of
laws, without which no frane of human society can be held
together, could only be supplied in proportion to their limited
Ineans ; and the buildings for that purpose were inevitably of
the plainest structure, of materials whicl were cheapest and
1 10st readily procured. It is within my own remembrance that
the sittings of the Court of Queen's Bench for Upper Canada,

were held in a building within a quarter of a mile of this very
spot, whose external appearance was scarce equal to that of any
building which may now be seen around the dwelling, and form-
ing part of the homestead of our industrious and successful
farmers. But intelligence, industry, and integrity-the motto
of our flourishing city of Toronto-were at work throughout
the Province, and resulted, not simply in the accumulation of
independent means, amounting in many instances to wealth ; but
prod uced also a desire for the acquisition and diffusion of know-
ledge, for the study of liberal arts and sciences, by the cultiva-
tion of which the thoughts and habits of the people might be
elevated and refined ; and in the fullest proportion to the
increase of our material resources, has been the striking
developnent of our educational system, together with an
expanding and ennobling view of our social position, its advan-
tages and its obligations. Thus, while comfort and even luxury
have found establishment in the farmers' houses; while those
engaged in commercial pursuits, and here and there some
inembers of the liberal professions, have erected residenoes
which ornament our principal cities and towns, and their environs,
the religious feeling of the people has prompted and aecornplish-
ed the erection of houses of worship to God, the Giver of all
good; suited in many instances to supply the coming as well as
the present generation ; and their respect for law and justice,
and for the authorities constituted to administer them, has
displayed itself in the efforts of the various municipalities to
erect Court Houses, ornamented in design, substantial in
structure, and fitted up with a due regard to the dignity of their
object and employment. And in that spirit has this building
been completed. The Law Society, under the sanction of, and
liberally aided by, the Government, undertook to provide for all
time to come for the accommodation of the superior Courts of
law and equity ; and, in fulfilling that undertaking, have showsi
a determination on their part to keep pace with, not merely the
actual, but the prospective advancement of the country ; and
not merely to follow, but to surpass the efforts so honourably
made by the County Councils, to provide accommodation which
the most fastidious could not help admitting to be abundant,
joined to a display of architectural style and finish which makes
not nerely an ornament to the city, but reflects credit on Upper
Canada at large. And it is impossible to deny that they have
fully succeeded; that to this city, already deserving of notice
for some of its ornate public buildings, they have added a new
and brilliant decoration, worthy of the purposes for which it is
set apart. To the Benchers, and especially to the building
committee, we offer our congratulations on the completion of
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their undertaking, accompanied by the expression of our very hearty
desire, that by the continuance of that good understanding and
mutual co-operation which has hitherto always existed between the
Bench and the Bar, the interests of suitors may be duly and proper-
ly attended, to, and an unsullied character for purity of administra-
tion of justice be transmitted from generation to generation.

Il. REV. Di. RYERsON,
CMef Buperistendemt of Education for Upper Canada.

nEMENTs 0F SOCIAL PROGEEss.
After stating how necessary it was to have mental repose, in order

that the mind should be in a fit state to thoroughly digest those sub-
jects which a person would desire to bring before an assembly, Dr.
Ryerson proceeded to say that he would content himself on that
occasion with laying a few practical suggestions before them. He
remarked that the subject he had to deal with was alike important
to all ages, all conditions, and all classes of the community. The
question is, what does social progress assume and imply ?It assumes
the existence of society, the formation of that society by individual
members, it means, in the large and more extensive sense, that
which confers upon society advancement, both in an intellectual and
moral point of view. In the larger sense society is made up of all
grades and classes of the community.

The rev. lecturer here noticed the constitution of the United States
and that of Great Britain ; and in referring to the British constitu-.
tion, he remarked that it had now grown into a magnificent structure,
which those who belonged to that empire and lived under its sway
rejoiced in, a constitution which is a glory and an honour to the
British nation, and in connexion with which the largest freedom is
enjoyed. Now, a constitution of this discription required, of course,
the punishment of the lawless and disobedient, those who refused
to comply with its just and equitable laws and requirements ; it is
necessary that punishment must be awarded to those who violate
the laws of the land. It is, therefore, necessary that there be pro-
perly constituted officers of justice, in order to carry out the execu-
tive, and it is also necessary that there be a class of persons for
interpreting the laws. There are jurors, judges and magistrates for
the proper anministration and carrying out of these laws, in order
that peace, order, and harmony may be maintained. It is also
necessary for the social compact that laws should be framed, and in
order to the accomplishment of this, legislators are invested with
this power, although they are selected in different ways in different
countries.

Political economy is that by which the wealth of a country or
nation is developed. The person in whom is invested the supreme
power goes by different names or titles. In one country he is called
a governor, in another, a president, in another, a king, and in
another, an emperor, names which indicate that supreme power is
vested in these individuals, who stand at the head of the social fabric.
This may be termed social progress in the largest and more extended
sense. It assumes the possibility of improvement and advancement
in that which conserves to the benefit and advantage of these various
individuals who compose the social fabric.

What, it may be asked, does social progress imply ? It implies the
progress i the arts and sciences, the attainment of that knowledge
which will tend to the elevation of an entire people. The reverenid
doctor then noticed the negative of the question for a short time
He said social progress did not imply exemption from labor. Many
persons think of ease and enjoyment, freedom from labor, in con-
nexion with social progress, but this is a great mistake-no one
should assume the exemption from labor in connexion with it. Were
the whole heavens dripping with dew, and the earth bringing forth
more abundantly, so far from elevating man, apart from his own
industrial exertion and activity, both bodily and mentally, so far
from elevating him in the scale of human kindness and moral well-
being, it would degrade him, it would enervate him, and morally
enfeeble him. Labor is stamped upon the vast universe of God ;1
labor is necessary in order to gain the prize ; it is required and
absolutely necessary throughout life, and in accordance as it would
be bestowed we would advance and reap the rewards of our labor.
Instead of seeing young men of our own day, who should be the hope
of the country, devising all means by which to escape their share of
toil and labour, instead of seeing the most promising characters
blasted, we would see them manfuly bearing their part of honest
toil and industry. It is a bad sign, in a country like this, to see
our young men crowding certain professions ; in the very course and
order of things this will lead to very bad results. It is a bad sign
when they shrink from labour, from honest toil and industry, and
leave the country, to go elsewhere in search of that which they fond-
ly hope to attain, and which they look forward to as the goal of all
their ambition, to enjoy themselves in ease and contentment, to have
freedom from labor. It does not imply the necessary accumulation
of wealth. It is possible that this may corne upon us, and lead to
the indulgence of appetites and passions, which will curse rather

than elevate our social as well as moral well-being in connexion with
the social fabric. Large wealth does not beget large views. We
often sec in the possession of the greatest wealth the smallest and
most contemptible mind. It is incunbent upon each individual to
cultivate his own mind, and to bestow culture upon these noble
faculties of the mind with which God has endowed each one of us.

Parents who toil from Monday morning to Saturday night, it
being their one, their chief aim, by the dint of frugality and econ-
omy, to lay up a competency for their children, so that they may
throughout subsequent life enjoy themselves in ease and comfort,
have acted a very unwise, a very ijudicious part. Careful and
attentive observation will show that such has been the case. It is
only by the mental and moral cultivation of the young, by energetie
and vigorous exercise, that we lay a sure foundation for the country's
welfare and prosperity. They are the men whose characters are
formed, while those who have to rely ipon what their parents or
others may leave them, without depending in any measure upon
their own individual exertions, prove to be in too many instances a
curse rather than a blessing to the country. There may be cases of
persons following different professions and trades, that may reason-
ably have good cause to go from one place to another in search of
employment, being driven by the force of circumstances, but that is
a very different thing from that spirit of restless, worthless ambition,
which is too often manifested in our own day.

As society consists of individuals, social progress implies the
influence of individuals. We must aim at having each individual
impressed, if possible, with the necessity of individual effort being
put forth. Social progress iiplies, in the first place, the culture of
the moral faculties, in order that we may do that which is right in the
sight of God and man. It is indispensably necessary that the faculty
of conscience should be maintained in good health in order that it may
fulfil its important office, for the direction of the whole. It is ne-
cessary, if a man would answer the great end of his being, that he pay
particular attention to that great faculty which Almighty God has
placed within him, and that silent monitor that warns every man of
his danger, and checks him when he goes astray, and to see to it well
that he does not stifle the voice of conscience ; then be can go with
all the confidence it secures and inslifres him, and manfully look
up and face his fellow man.

The first elements in individual progress is the culture of the
moral faculties ; the second the culture of the religious affections.
This is a very important element in social progress. Our existence
cannot be separated from that divine being "in whom we live, and
move, and have our being. " Other powers can be advanced when
these faculties are cultivated. The rev. doctor here very eloquently
referred to the heathen gods of antiquity, and showed the de-
basing influence they exerted upon the human mind. Can it be
otherwise, then, that he who walks with the divine being must be
elevated ? Then it will be that the character of man will be laid
upon the true, the permanent basis. When there is a being who
rules over all, who watches over all, can it be otherwise, then, that
a salutary influence will be exercised over the entire man. There
cannot be any prosperity, there cannot be any social progress, with-
out the culture of the religious affections, and this lie, the lecturer,
would urge without any reserve.

Social progress implies a culture of the mental faculties. When
the affections of the mind and heart are placed upon the proper
object, it is then that the whole faculties of the mind will be imi-
proved. One description of mental power, which should be specially
impressed upon his audience, is the power of thought, in bringing
forth its latent powers, its latent energies, and which will have the
beneficial effect of enabling the mind to grapple successfully with the
great question it may be called upon to deal with. It is often the
case, that without this faculty of the mind being improved, that the
mind is passive in reading, and the consequence is, that we read
with little or no advantage and profit. The whole system of mental
culture should rather have for its grand object the cultivating of that
which is within, than adding from without.

By what means may social progress be improved ? First, by
aspiring and having a due appreciation of individual importance.
It is a common fault to think too much, rather than too little, of
ourselves ; but there is one sense in which we canuot attach too much
importance to ourselves, and that is to attach a high value to the

great powers with which we have been so highly favoured and blessed,
and by which we can rise high in the scale of intellectual grandeur
and excellence, being possessed with an immortal soul, that is capa-
ble of an inconceivable state of happiness throughout eternity.
Another element is to make the most of the powers with which we
are favoured. It is oftenl the case that those who have the most
opportunity to accumulate a large library, and other means at their
disposal by which they have it in their power to gain a vast amount
of information, make the least improvement. lf we would excel,
and become ornaments to society, we must make the most of the
privileges we enjoy. If we would look at those celebrated individuals
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whose names are handed down to us, we will find in many instances
that external circumstances were against them, not only to discourage
them in their efforts, to cast briars and thorus in their way, but to
blast their reputation. It is the will that finds the way; it is the
individual exertion that succeeds. Let none be discouraged on
account of the limited means which they enjoy. What was it made
such men famous, whose names are handed down to us on history's
page ; such as Demosthenes, Cicero, Aristotle, Pliny, and mnany
others ! What, but by improving the means they enjoyed, limnited
as they were, when compared with ours. While some of our powers
are to be cultivated, and thus enlarged, others are to be kept under,
or to be held in subjection.

It is highly essential and necessary to control our animal facul-
ties. All which we possess should be so cultivated, cultured, and
restrained, as to be our servants, and not our masters. A man who
is4 a slave to sloth will slumber away, injuring himiself both bodily
and mentally, and cannot expect to excel. The speaker said, that
as far as relates to himself, he accummulated more knowledge
between the hours of three and six in the morning, than he did
during any other time, a practice which he commenced at twelve
years of age, and had it not been for this he said that in all proba-
bility he would not now occupy his present position, never have
appeared abroad, but would at the present time be laboring on the
farma on which lie was brought up. That which is intended as a
means to refresh and invigorate the body abould not be abused,
should not be used as a means for stupefying it. Our appetites must
be kept under. The reverend doctor here referred to the enslave-
ment caused by the abuse of ardent liquors, where in all probability
lot only the poor drunkard is ruined, but his family also involved in
destruction and ruin. How many who would have shone in our
own, as well as other days, if the abilities and talents which they
Possessed had been directed ii the proper channel, but by the abuse
of alcoholic liquors their characters have been blasted, they have
been cut off in the flower of their days, and found a drunkard's grave.
Sensuality is the grave of all social progress. A sensual man
is a mere animal. Sensuality is the greatest enemy to social
progress.

In order to advaice in the scale of social greatness, it is well toassociate with individuals whose minds are further advanced than
our own. Our engagements, and other reasons, may prevent this,but the facilities afforded us in the resent day, to have access to
great minds, by the establishment o public libraries, and also theease by which private purchases can be obtained, will abundantly
make up for it. As great care and caution are required in the
selection of our society, equal care should be taken in the selection ofour libraries. It is not the man who reads almost everything that
comes in his way, does not pass over the light literature of the day,reads for the purpose of passing the hour, who will excel. In order to
excel, there must be mental energy and activity, we must read books,
not for the purpose of superseding thought, but developing it. The
whole umiverse is divided into that which is material, and that which is
iimaterial. One may study the History of Greece and Rome, may
fully master the facts and statements therein made, he able to pass
any examination with reference to them, and not be really benefitted
by so domg, not be able to read and grapple with the great truths
and facts with which he has become conversant, not be able to con-
trast and compare so as to contribute to his advantage and profit.
Mental activity and improvement lie at the foundation of our eleva-
tion. It is by our coming into contact with great ideas that the
mind becomes great : on the other hand, he who is occupied with
little things, his mind becomes little. Never yield to disappoint-
ruent, until you master the object at which you are aiming. It is
important that we look at what is transpiring around us in an in-
telligent manner. Let us act upon the principle of true social pro-
gress, let each individual act for himself, and let that be stamped
Upon each individual member of society. It is then that we shall
excel in every sense of the word.

(We regret that time and space prevent our giving the report
at fuller length of this exceedingly mnteresting lecture, which was

Warrly applauded throughout.)-Prototype.

III. RÉv. JOHN McCAUL, LL. D.
Preuident of the University College, Toronto.

THE CLAIMS OF THE DRAF AND DUMB.

At the recent examination of deaf and dumb in this city, Dr.
McCaul, after a few preliminary observations, proceeded to say : that atthe time when the training of the deaf and dumb was first commenc
ed the great point which those interested in them desired to develop
was the lip language ; that is, that the pupils by sight should be able
te tell the words uttered by the formation or position and changes ofthe hp. This system has now very generally been abandoned ; andinstead of it the sign-language is used: Of this there are two kinds-

methodical and natural or imitative. The first of these was fully
developed by de l'Epée and Sicard, but the latter is now commonlyused, and the deaf-mute is taught the use of the vernacular language
of his country-men. Heis thus enabled to communicate his thoughts
to others, and receive knowledge through books and from others.
Before he sat down he felt called upon to advert to what ho consider-
ed the general claims of the institution upon this community, as well
as upon the country at large. The first and the most obvious was
that which would present itself to any mind-namely, the deplorable
position of those for whose benefit the society had been established
the deaf and dumb of the Province. Would that he could have
added the blind also, but he was sorry to have it to say that the funds
of the Society had not permitted anything to be done for them. He
trusted, however, that next year, if it pleased God to spare their
lives, they would be able to show that the blind as well as the others
had received benefit from their efforts (applause.) The deaf and
dumb were peculiarly entitled to all the aid that could be given them,because, wanting the sense of hearing, they were deprived of the
enjoynent of the moving melodies and the sweet harmonies that are
a source of pleasure and delight to others,-of that sweetest of al
music, the gentle tones of a mother's voice ; but also because their
privation was a barrier to their acquirement of knowledge, and at
once a disqualification for society, so as to isolate them in seclusion
from their fellow-creatures, and also an impediment to their earning
their livelihoods (applause.) Such claims as these must force
themselves upon the attention of all thoughtful persona ; and
when it was taken into account, that, as was the case with many, a
mind was locked up, equal in intellectual power with most of those
now present, they could thon understand the force of the remark
of that French gentleman, who, speaking of the mind of a deaf-
mute, said that "it was like an eagle trying to soar whose wingswere so clipped that it could not rise upwards from the ground"
(applause.) He (Dr. McCaul) believed that in this Province there
were between 800 and 900 labouring under this calamity, over 700
of whom had received no education whatever. To mitigate in a
measure these evils, was the object in the establishment of this
Society; and to enable thein to carry on the work they had con-
menced they depended on the sympathy of the public.

When it was considered rather as a philosophical curiosity than as a
work of benevolence and duty, to train and educate a deaf-mute-
but when it was proved by experience, that they could be educated,
their intellectual faculties developed, and their minds stored with
information, great interest was felt in establishing institutions for
their instruction, and the resulta of the exertions, which have been
made for the amelioration of their condition, shewed that this un-
fortunate class could be so cultivated as to render them valuable
members of society ; and it had been proved, too, that they could,
if placed in any responsible position, discharge their duty with as
inuch fidelity, intelligence and accuracy, as any one else (applause.)
There was another claim on behalf of the institution, which we, as
descended from a good old stock, distinguished not merely for pro-
gress in arts and science and deeds of arms, but celebrated aiso for
its great and enduring works of benevolence and love, should not
fail t-> remember. In Great Britain and Ireland, ho found there
were thirty institutions for the education of the deaf, dumb and
blind. In the United States there were twenty-one, and from these
between 1'700 and 1800 had been sent forth to the business of active
life, fitted to maintain themselves in an honorable manner. He
trusted that we in this country would not allow ourselves to be
behind, and hoped we would yet be able in Canada to do something
that might favourably compare with the efforts of any other coun-
try (applause.) But so far he had placed the claims of these
unfortunates on comparatively low ground. He would conclude by
pressing exertion on their behalf solely as a matter of duty, and he
trusted they would look upon the duty expected of them in the
light of that highest of all duties-a Christian one. He looked
upon it that those suffering from this afflicting dispensation of Pro-
vidence were placed among us to test our Christianity. While they
remained without education they were literally without God and
without hope in the world ; and surely no sincere Christian would
allow them to be ignorant while they had the means of revealing
God's truth to them. It was not for them by means of a word to
steady the palsied arm ; they were unable by a mandate to restore
the blind to sight or the dead te live; but they had the means, even
although limited, of mitigating the sufferings of the large number in
the Province of those sufferng under the privation of speech, of
hearing, and of sight. He did trust that these considerations would
so impress themuselves on the attention of those that heard him that
they should yet have a national institution, not a local and limited
one, which would be a blessing and an honor the Province, and
upon which many benefitted by it would look back in after life with
feelings of gratitude and affection as their alma mater, who had
qualified them for the efficient and faithful discharge of their duty.
(Applause.)
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IV. REv. WILLIAM HINCKs, F.L.S.,
Professor qf Natural H4itory, University, College, Toronto.

TEE EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES OF NATURAL HIsTORY.
In viewing the domain of nature, we are pleased with the beauties

which everywhere surround us, yet do not enquire into the cause of
this beauty-do not recognise the fact that the harmony everywhere
visible is owing to the adaptation of the various animals and vegeta.-
bles to each er, that throughout the animal, vegetable, and even
mineral kingdom there is a perfect adaptation of the individuals
to the welfare of the whole. The distinctions of the animal and
vegetable kingdoms were referred to. They both agreed as to
possessing life and requiring food ; but in the manner of appropria-
ting this they differed-vegetables appropriated this in a gaseous
form, or else dissolved in water, while animals by means of organs
for changing it from the solid state, to one suited for their require-
ments. The common sponge was long classed as a vegetable, and
even the corals suffered the same fate. The sponge of commerce
was in reality nothing but the horny spicules of the compound
animal, after the gelatinous matter had been removed by decay. Itias been found, not even the lowest orders of animala have anapproaeh to a differenciation of parts ; some of them performed their
part by removing organie matters from places where it might be
offensive, even though it is effected by cilia which require the aid ofa microscope to become visible. These minute animals become foodfor larger animals; showing that

" Where the pool stands mantled o'er with greeiu
(To smre good end designed) : Invisible
Âmid the floating verdure million, aetry."

The structure of vegetables, the means by which they increase in
size, by food absorbed by a portion of the cellular fibre, uncovered
by epidermis, forming the roots and rootlets, by means of the leavesabsorbing carbonic acid gas, which, while fatal to animal life ifallowed to accumulate in the atmosphere to a comparatively siallextent, and which is itself produced by the animals themselves atevery exhalation from their lungs, is of the greatest importance tovegetables, by which it is decomposed into the carbon, which formsso large a part of their mass, and the life-sustaining oxygen which isthrown off into the air. The form of plants indicated a fixedness ;
while that of animals is especially fitted for locomotion ; so these twogreat classes of living bpdies, the one in a state of rest, the other
in motion, and each mutually dependent on the other, either of whichif left to themselves, would cease to exist, unconsciously as it weresupports the other. A like connection exists between the herbivora
vegetable eaters, and carnivora or flesh eaters; so that from the
mineral to the plant-the plant to the herbivora, froni this divisionto carnvora, and thence to man himself, there is a connection--aconnection of the most useful nature. The fact that some preyu on others is no exception ; if the stately oak in falling becomes
the prey of lichens and mosses, as the jay seems to seize for its bootythe ruine of some old castle. If the hosts of carnivora seem todeight in the wanton destruction of their fellows, it is only to carryout the same end for which the great author of nature has designeddisease and decay which pervade both kingdoms, to check the torapid increase of life, and prevent the earth from becoming to much
encumbered for the safety of its inhabitants.

The contemplation of these ties, which bind all parts of the animatecreation, must surely comnand our admiration, and lead us toexclaim, with respect to its auther, " How manifold are thy works,in WIDom hast thou made then ail !" If we would find matters ofinterest, where can these be more easily found than under our feet-where they do occur whether we notice them or not. The profes-sor here exhibited some drawings, illustrating various contrivancesfor meetin the particular wants of plants and animals. Amongstthe examples given we nay notice the various " fly-traps " whiclisome plants possess. These traps are either like a rat-trap, (on theinvention of which the lecturer made a very happy allusion), or likethe common pitcher plant of our own locality as to shape. The fl.esand other amall animals, on decomposing, furnish nitrogen to theplant, which it needs. Where animals were without teeth, tleirplace was supplied by other contrivances. The ant-eater thrusts itslong ton e into the ant-hills, when its mucilaginous covering attracts
and holds fast a great number of anits, which are with the utmostcoolness drawn with it into the maouth and disposed of, while itsscaly covering protects it from the annoyance of the animals referredto.

The wanton destruction of birds* which devote their lives to ourinterests, such as swallows, and others which only threaten us withinjury for short periods, and by taking advantage of their naturaltimidity may be kept from doing us much damage; the best of theirtime is employed in destroying the farmer's worst enemies. Byunderstanding the history and habits of those animais which destroySee page 58.

our crops and injure the domesticated animals, as well as the nature
of the means to be employed in exterminating them, and by know-
ing the nature of the diseases which attack our vegetables, we are
imchli better prepared to defend our property, less likely to be robbed
of the fruit of our labours than if we continue to be the victime of
our own ignorance, and are plundered without knowing how to helpourselves. Surrounded by so many beings, both animal and
vegetable, which may be made, by ignorance of their properties, to
become injurions to us, we should aiu at acquiring a knowledge of
these, so as to render them on the contrary beneficial.

In conclusion, if even without instruction, we feel the charmi of
natural scenery, we are delighted with the brilliancy, grace and
beauty of the flower, in the elegance, the picturesque effect, or the
majesty of the tree. The more we know the more these pleasures
are increased by the perception of reason, and the appreciation of
variety and conformity to a common type amidst its various changes.
The ignorant are brutalized into indifference to the charme which
affect the childish and even the savage nature ; they even become
wanton destroyers froi the love of mischief which accompanies and
marks want of intelligence and proper occupation for the mind.
Cultivation brings our faculties into harmony with nature. Beauties
before unthought of rise to our view. The various forme and colours
around us, the relations of the vegetation to the soil and situation
the habits and instincts, the services and injuries of living creatures
-all rouse our curiosities and engage our attention, exercise our
ingenuity, and contribute to our gratification. Where the boor
wanders along in listless indolence, or seeks excitement in destroying
what others admire, or in degrading indulgence-lhe who has tasted
the knowledge and imbibed the love of nature finds every changingscene and aspect a source of new pleasure. He has exercise and
occupation for his faculties, perpetual variety and novelty, frequent
opportunities of discovering and applying what is useful, an
exhaustless field of interesting inquiry, an exhaustless spring of
rational, refined, and innocent enjoyment. We do not think it
possible for any one to consider the relations established by the
author of nature, between the different beings lie has formed, and
between man, the chief of His works, and all the organized beings
which surround and are subject to Him, without arriving at the
conclusion that the knowledge of nature is one of our most inter-
esting, ennobling, and useful pursuits; that there are few branches
of study which contribute so much to cultivate our faculties and
prepare us for the business e life ; that there is no branch of
knowledge which docs more to counteract the evil intiences to
which we are exposed in the world, and to give a riglit direction to
our thoughts and affections ; and consequently that nothing can be
more suitable or valuable as a general subject of study--nothing
better fitted for the purpose of education, or forming a better pre-
paration for the active duties and practical pursuits which must
engage most of us in the world.-Barrie Paper.

V. REv. J. TRAvERs LEwIs, LL.D.
Local Superintendent of Cominon Schools, Brockville.

EDUCATION-WHAT IT INvOLVEs-EXPEDIENcY OF STATE INTERVENTION.

I would call your attention to the fact, that great mischief has
accrued to the cause of education by the misumderstanding of its
nieaning-its defiuition. Because education is derived from the
Latin word " educo " to draw out, it is assumed that the process of
education is one of drawimg forth or developing certain seeds of
kînowledge lying donnant iii the youig mind. According to this
view, education la the sunshine under the benign influence of which
the "young idea shoots," and the phrase "lie has it in him," is used
to express the character of one in whom those seeds appear
unusually likely to germinate luxuriantly. But the fact is, there
are no arithmetical, nor geographical, nor grammatical seeds in ainy
child's nind. Education is not the cultivation of a spontaneously
growing crop ; it is muci more-it is prepari)y the soil, sowing the
seed, and destroyin the weeds. The best educator is one who
possesses the best mode of laying facts before the youthful mind in
such a way as will give evercise to the reasoning faculties. You
may find many boys whose heads are cramnmed with facts and
figures, and yet owiig to the mode in which these were imnparted to
them, the facts profited them nothing ; they were not taught to
compare then, to infer anything froi them, in short to reason upon
theni. Hence it is that I think the above the best definition of
education so far as the intellect is conceried. The imparting of
facts does not constitute education. By the repetition of certain
acts and sounds, we may train a horse and teacht a parrot, but if we
educate a man, we must teach him the nature and process of reason-
ing fron facts to facts. This, however, is only a definition of
education considered as applied to the intellect : there is, besides, a
power in the child's mind with which education is intimately con-
cerned ; I mean the will. That will has good and bad tendencies,
tnd education as applied to it, 'may be defined as the development
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of the good and the repression of the bad tendencies of the will.
Who will deny that it is as much a part of good education to check
and crush a tendency to lying and thieving, as it is to develop into
active exercise a natural taste for figures, music and drawing. What
a curse will a taste for chemistry prove if it be possessed by one
whose will is not checked as he is tenpted to the crime of poisoning.
A cultivated intellect may be a good security against the open
crimes of murder by bludgeons, burglary, street-drunkenness, and
open cruelty; but unless the will be cultivate(l also by the teacher
employing the great motives of revealed religion, there will be no
security against secret poisoning, forgery, arson, and all those
detestable crimes which can be perpetrated most successfully by the
clever and intellectual miscreant. In order to shew more fully that
we eau form no true idea of education without embracing in it the
neutralisation of the perverse tendency of the will, or, in other
words, that a good teacher will not only sharpen the faculties of his
pupils, but also teach thein how to use those faculties, I shall
proceed to consider education as sought for by the rich and by the
poor, and we shall find that our national system of education can on
no grouind, of reasonr or equity be mainitained, unless the moral
training of our youth be considered of equal or even greater impor-
tance than the intellectual. Now, for convenience sake, we will
divide society into two classes, those who have not their own fortunes
to make, and those who have ; the former seek after education for
the sake of qualifyinig themselves for the society of the learned and
intellectual, as a means of social and personal enjoyment, the latter
(of course the vast mnajority of the world) seek after education for
its practical, tangible results. To those who have to work their own
way in the world, a good education is equivalent to a cash capital-
it is worth exactly so much noney according to the trade or calling
in which they embark. This nay be readily seen if we suppose the
case of a young man about to leave his father's house to begin life
on his own account. Suppose him ignorant of book-keeping or
unable to write a good hand. What would that young man give to
be possessed of those essential qualifications for an office of mercan-
tile employment 7 The knowledge would be worth to different
individuals, according to their respective positions in life, a capital
sum that may be set down in actual dollars. Now the State comes
forward and actually offers this cash capital to all comers-she
provides that every yong man and young wvonan shall start in life
with certain literary qualifications, that are equal in value to so
much ready money-nay of more value to many than a small capital.
Why is this ? Why does the government of the country enact such a
law? Of course the State requires that some value shall be received
for the taxation necessary to supply young people with intellectual
capital. What then is the value the country expects in return for
her expenditure ? She expects two things. The security of property
and the diminution of crime. * * * *

I set out by remarking that a good education included the direc-
tion and restraint of the will, and if we now bear in mind that the
value expected fromn our nationl education is the diminution of crime,
does it not appear evident that the moral training of our children is
really more important to this end 7 It is, said, Oh an intellectual
young man, an educated person, will be ashamed to outrage decency
by the commission of crime. True, shame will often deter him from
open crime, but all that vast description of crime conprised under
the termns, chicanery, swindling, forgery, poisoning, perjury, incen-
diarisin, &c., will be as likely to be committed by the educated as
the uneducated, with this difference, that it is more difficult to detect
the one than the other. When the evil tendencies of the will break
out into open crime among our juvenile population we send them to
Reformatory Institutions. But, if half the same trouble were
taken by our teachers to acquaint themselves with the moral ten-
dencies of their pupils as is taken to ascertain their intellectual
tendencles, our sciools theiselves would be our best and safest
Reformatories. I have dwelt at length on this part of my subject,
as I firmly believe that the education of the will is greatly lost sight
of in our schools, and it is for us to consider whether the wayward-
ness of our young people, the wide spread disobedience of parenis,
and the impatience of controul that characterize our youthful popu-
lation le not traceable to the want of moral and religious training
in our Comimon Schools. The national character is very likely to
reflect the national education.* * * * *

Time will not suffer me to do more than briefly allude to one more
blessing flowing from education. It is undeniable that innocent
amusement is a requirement of our nature. Although labour is the
rule of life, yet the Almighty frowns not on necessary recreation.
Relaxation then, man must have, and that too of a pleasurable des-
cription. Now amusement must le either corporeal or mental.
And when we know that the uneducated-the illiterate, have no
resource in intellectual enjoyment, how awful is the only alternative
to the masses 7 Do we not sec iere the real attraction of the tavern,
the circus and the Saloon. The uninformed man often does relish
the conversation and society of the educated, but he seldom can

find his way into such society, and though he may delight in it, yet
does not feel himself at home where his ignorance is made apparent.
If unable to read, or if unaccustomed to feel a relish in reading, he
is driven [especially if he be umarried] to a society congenial to
him-a society whose pleasures are of a debasing though exciting
nature, and where they are to be found we all but too well know.

It is sometimes asserted that the inherent delight springing from
the cultivation of those intellectual pursuits which education points
out, is peculiar to some persons naturally so inclined, while others
are quite incapable of that mental pleasure flowing from knowledge.
This is, however, a serious mistake. True it is, that some men have
a more literary turn than others, but the happiness derivable from
the pursuit of knowledge-the enjoyment springing from a labour
of love, a relish for science for its own sake, may to a great extent
be acquired by all educated persons. Many of our appetites and
tastes are acquired, and are by no means the less keen for that reason
and in like manner a taste and relish for letters, the arts and sciences,
may be acquired so as to outweigh and overpower corporeal pleasures,
however strongly we nay be addicted to them naturally.

How immense, therefore, is the responsibility devolving not only
on the philanthropist or the statesman, but on every one who can
say with the Poet, "Nihil hwmani a me alienumputo," " I consider
that there is nothing appertaining to humanity which does not con-
cern myself." How great the duty to impart to our fellow men the
means of intellectual enjoyment ? It may not be had, except in
extraordinary instances, without education, and should the time
ever arrive when our national system should be so improved and
developed, that while it enlarges the capacity and teaches the dignity
of the soul, it forgets not to impress on the young its destination
also ; when duty to God and our neighbour shall be interwoven in
the fibres of secular knowledge, when intellectual culture shall be
promoted in humility and guided by benevolence, we shall have a
system worth living for-aye, and worth dying for, provided that by
any sacrifice we could secure its universal diffusion.

VI. REV. GEORGE S. J. HILL, M. A.,
Local Superintendent of Common Schools, Mlarkha.

THE OBJBCT ANZD MODE OF IMPARTING EDUcATION.

In opposition to those who defined education to be a means of
defence against the impositions of the designing and unprincipled,
or an instrument for promoting the schemes of self-aggrandizement
of the ambitious, or for advancing civilization and multiplying the
comforts and luxuries of life, Mr. Hill pointed out, that although
these were some of the results of education, they by no means
conveyed a proper explanation of the term, which could best be
defined by examining the etymology of the word, Education signi-
fying literally a leading ont, or drawing forth into active exercise the
powers of the mind. This idea being opposed to the commonly
entertained opinion tlhat education consisted simply in "imarting
knowledge, the pupil being supposed to ait the passive recipient of
learning with which he is filled as an empty vessel is filled with
water, thus making education appear as a mere mercantile transac-
tion, in which a person with a certain amount of inforri»tion is as
competent to transfer that knowledge to others, as readily as a
certain amount of goods can be transferred to any one on payment
of a certain sum of money. Such persons, forgetting that there
are two important conditions necessary to such a transfer, firat the
ability on the part of the Educator to impart his knowledge, of
which his scholastic attainments is no proof whatever, and next that
the pupil must be an active and not a passive party to the transac-
tion, for if he is not possessed of industry, application and capacity,
all the money in the world will not make him a scholar.

Education, lie said, included the training and developing of the
whole moral, intellectual and physical powers of a human being, with
all the external influences which go to the formation of character,
thus extending over the whole period of human life, commencing
with the cradie and ending with the grave. Man should be educated
in harmony with his whole mental and moral constitution ; education
did not give happiness, but it gave the power of attaining it under
fixed regulations ; and the youth who had been taught the lesson of
application and self-dependence, had laid the foundation of an edu-
cation far more valuable, than lie who had acquired a superfleia1
smartness, or been crammed with a few facts. To think deeply, read
extensively, and to labor strenuously, were the reqúisite passports to
extensive usefulness and distinction.

The teacher, he said, ought to be a moral ruler, a mental physi-
cian, thoroughly understanding the complicated machinery of the
human mind. We do not admit any one to administer to our bodily
ailments unless we are satisfied that he has studied the anatomy and
physiology of the human frame. How much less should any one
tamper with the much more fragile machinery of the mind, who is
ignorant of the best manner of controlling and directing all its
desires, passions and propensities.
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JOURNAL OF EDUCATION

With regard to the advanced education imparted in our Grammar1
Schools, the lecturer answered some of the objections raised to what
was called the study of words.-What, he asked, would our religion
be, if it were not communicated to us through words ? Our religion,i
our laws, our institutions, and all the wisdom and records of pasti
ages, were only available to us through words. If the miakers of our
laws had always had a more correct notion of the value and import
of words, thousands of quarrels and law-suits would have been
avoided. The study of language leads to correct thinking and appro-
priate expression of our thoughts. We study the dead languages of
Greece and Rome, because one-half of our own is taken from themn;
they also are useful for educational purposes, from the fact that they
are self-evolved languages, and have each an independent process of
development, being emphatically etymological languages, while those
of modern Europe are conventional. -Al the wisdom and experience
of past ages were stored up in these languages, and therefore ought
to be studied by the historian, the lawyer, the divine, or the states-
man, who is engaged in the organic development of our political
institutions. The properly educated man has resources within him-
self of which the cares and troubles of life cannot wholly deprive
him ; he can call to his companionship the presence of the distant
and the dead; he can roam at pleasure through the old field of
knowledge and cull the sweets of poetry, or warm his patriotism hy
the noble exploits of heroes long passed away.

VII. A. DINoWALL FORDYCE, Esq.
Local Superinendent of Common Schools, North Wellingto,.

TRACERS' ssocIATIONs,-PRINCIPLUs WHIICHI sROULD GOvERN TIIEM.

After a few introductory remarks, Mr. Fordyce said . "Be f ully
impressed with the advantages of a sound education, and alive to
every means in your power for qulifymng you to impart it :-Be
conciliatory to each other--considerate of eacih other's situations,
circumstances, habits, and feelings-perhaps widely differing from
your own :-Seek as far as possible to discard prejudice in your in-
tercourse with them:--Cultivate self-respect at ail times and in ail
places: and endeavor to be punctual in the fulfilment of ail engage-
ments." To the following topics he then adverted: .

Fis.-"A good sound education will give its possessor in gene-
ral, a vast advantage externally, over such as from indolence haveneg-
lected as fair opportunities of making progress-orwho have ben iless
highly favored, from not actually having the means of mental
enlightenment and culture within their reach. Remuneration for ser-1
vices rendered will generally be higher, and attainable with less difi-
culty by the class referred to,-who have steadily persevered in self-
inprovement ; and this will be the case whether we look at those
practising any of what are called the liberal professions, or who pur-
sue a mechanical or handicraft calling. The comfort and happiness
in general of the educated, as compared with those of an opposite
class, is commonly very observable in their homes. They have
internal resources of pleasure which preclude the excuse, not to say
the necessity, for resorting elsewhere for companionships by which
many are led astray, -and they may experience the satisfaction of
imparting, according to the measure of their attainments, to those
who naturally look up to them with respect. The advantage to the
possessor of a good education, of ability through its means to enter
into and follow out intelligently any of the social questions which
agitate and affect society, should not be undervalued-nor should the
importance of the fact be under rated, that many who have had
little or no early opportunities are frequently in danger through the
specious and plausible reasoning of the designing, but in some res-
pects better educated, whose powers have been misdirected. I * *

SECoN.-Intercourse among the educated should certainly be
carried on in no less kindly a spirit than among those whose advan-
tages in this respect have been very limited, and this is taking a
very low view of the case. A conciliatory disposition may be of
particular consequence in such an association, because the members
may have had very different opportunities of acquiring an education
themaselves; and those who are in a great measure self-educated
May be as deserving of respect, although in many particulars
deficient, as those whose advantages have been far greater, whileat the same time their sensibilities may be the keener just by rea-
son of their early disadvantages. If such are seeking to put them-
selves in the way of becoming good teachers, it will be matter for
self-gratulation to those who have outstripped them in consequence
of superior opportunities, that they have encouraged, not in a
patronmzmng but friendly and.social spirit, their laudable ambition.

THin.-Prejudice in exercise in a Teachers'Association might have
as injurious an influence on the individual, as bigotry in religion, or
a furious and unreasonable party spirit in politics. Seek then to
exercise impartially in your estimate of others, holding the scales
of justice with so steady a hand as to prevent them fromn being
swayed by a despicable prejudice. Many things, you are well aware,
against which at first the strongest prejudice has existed, have

turned out, after experience and careful observation, far more
worthy of commendation than the reverse. When prejudice does
exist, it can scarcely avoid shewing itself. Those who with pain
observe it, or experience its baneful effects, may, however, disarm
it, perhaps eradicate it, or even wholly couvert it into an opposite
feeling, by the manifestation of habituai equanimiity. This, no
doubt, nay he of difficult exercise, but it is certainly possible of
attainmnent, and will prove of essential service to the individual,
and to any association he is connected with.

FOURTH .- Teachers should cultivate and exercise a constant habit
Of SZLF-RESPE<r ; and unless they do respect thenmselves, they can-
not be respected cither by their scholars, their fellow teachers, or
any others with whon they mnay be associated.

There are certain habits formied perhaps very gradually, having a
direct tendency to lower mien in their own and others' estimation,
and which should especially be shunned by Teachers.

To the investigation of any subject of importance, the full powers
of the mini ought to be brought. Ail will allow this. If then,
through the habit of intemperance the mind is weakened, the
nenory impaired, or the judgmaent or moral sense blunted or
warped, which assuredly they will be, however unconsciously to the
victii of this insidious and destructive habit, (to use no harsher
epithet,) there is sonething wanting. I may allude to another
equally conmon habit, the use of Tobacco, in one or other of its
forms. The habit induced by its indulgence is very often a growing
one, and nay lead, as I doubt not many have found it to do, to
associations with others who are addicted to grosser forms of inten-
perance, and ultimately to a participation in the saine ruinous habits,
5.11(I the puraxuit of a simiiarly destructive course.

Tlîecvii influece this habit nray have oi lisescholars should also
be well looked at by the Teacher. Not being in its effects so offen-
sive as that formerly referred to, it is more likely to be copied, and
some of these effects, even where the use is not indulged in by the
young, will be apparent in the conduct at least of some, if not of
muany of themu, aud in sucli a way as to prevent the Teacher correct-
ing or checking an evil of which he nust be conscious he has
himself to sonie extent been the procuring cause. In the least
comnon and Most offensive mode, chewing is probably comparatively
rarely seen anong us. This is well : but even habitual smoking
occasions habits which are offensive to many whose regard is valu-
able, and which, for their comnfort and the enjoyment of their
unqualified esteem if for no other personal reason, it were well to
avoid.

I might further add, that carelessness in the matter of Dress is
another point not to be lost sight of. A teacher dressed in clothes
out at the elbows, will have a school of ragged urchins about him
a teacher who is not particular about his person, may have his schol-
ars to have dirty hands and faces, uncomnbed heuds, and other
indications of slovenly habits in regard to personal appearance.
Let the Teacher set a good examuple in this respect, and, despite
untidy homes, and many drawbacks and disadvantages, he may
generally count on the scholars striving not to be so very careless as
they would otherwise be. He may even, by this mneans, lead to an
inproved state of matters through these very scholars in their own
dwellings-The bearing of this subject on such an Association is
obvious. "Like Father like Son," or "Like Minister like People,"
is a conmon proverb. " Like Teacher like Pupil, " may not hold
equally, but to some extent it will do so.

FiFTH.-COnstant attention to Pcutualit'i in the fulfiliîent of
all engagements, is another point, by the observance of which such
an Association may be greatly benefitted, and by the neglect of
which it may suiffer severely. "Better it is not to vow, than to vow
and not perform ;" and engagements, it nay be safely affirmed, are
more rashly entered into in a great majority of cases than they
should be. We hold the doctrine of inspiration, that "lhe who is
faifhful in that which is least is faithful also iniinuch," and the
converse of the proposition will hold equally true.

VIII. JAMEs A. McLENNAN, EsQ.

Ilead xaster of the St. Mary's Central School.

TUHE ENGLISH LANGUG(E.-ITs 'FUNCTIONS AND POWER.

After amplifying the first part of his subject by varions illustra-
tions, the Lecturer next noticed the utgity of Language, ascribing
to it four fuctions. It enables us to analyze complex impressions
-it records the result of this analysis-it abbreviates the process
of thinking-and it is the ineans of communicating ideas.

After giving nunerous arguments and familiar illustrations in
support of the first three of these functions, he said regarding the
fourth : 1 think it is sufliciently evident, that, without the power
of interchanging ideas, umai could never have attained that degree
of moral and intellectual greatness, which is the legitimate result of
the mutual influence of mind upon mind. For, even admitting
that the simpler emotions and conceptions of the human mind, may
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be communicated by cries and gestures, yet, how utterly inadequate
would such means be, to express the refined enotions-the sublime
conceptions which characterize the human intellect, and stamp it
as divine ' Of what avail would be the most ennobling sentiments of
virtuous mindis; of what utility the highest flights of huinan genius,
if not allowed to go forth exercising those benign and elevating influ-
ences, which rescue man fromn the horrors of barbarism, and place him
in his truc position as a being little lmver than the angels ? I think,
then, notwithstanding the assertions of certain netaphysicians, that
language is as necessary to constitute man the beiiig he is, as reason
itself, and, that without language, he would indeed be less than mian.
For in the first place, I believe that thought itself cannot exist with-
out language or its euivalient : I know that this is a disputed ques-
tion, and one that cannot be decided by a priori reasoning, but by
experience only. Let then any man, who wishes to satisfy himnself
upon this question, examine his own mental operations ; let himx
attempt to carry on a train of reasoning mentally, without using
words or their equivalets, and he will find it to be impossible. No
one can carefully examine the processes of his dmind without per-
ceiving how intimate is the relation between a notion and its naine
ho intimate indeed, is this relation, that a superficial exaimination
cannot determine which is antecedent to the other. But again, even
admitting that the intellectual processes are not dependent upon
language, and that without its aid, the mind can attain the highest
state of alacrity and vigor, still, without the language of words the
profounde.st researches of mîind, the sublimest attributes of humnanity
could have no existence independent of the inprisoned soul which
produces themn, inasmucli as cries and gestures, the language of mere
brutes, are entirely inadequate to express the workings of that di-
vine principle of mind which constitutes man the arbitary sovereign
of the universe, and allies himu to his Omnipotent Creator. li speak-
ing of the utility of language, as a mneans of communication, I
mnlude both spoken and written language, for it is manifest that it
is by the latter only that the results of human thought can have
a permanent existence. Without the aid of written language the
holiest sentiments of minds of angelic loveliness ; the mnost exalted
conceptions of intellects of angelic brightness, would be forever lost
to mankind, being as transient as the voice that uttered them ; asi
fleeting as the lightning's flash : bit, l'y the aid of written language,
all that is noble and great : ail that is lo ely and good of every age
or people, becomes the common property, not of one generation
only, but of all generations throughout all timne, and appears after
the lapse of ages, exercising its benign influences with all the effect
of its pristine vigor : thus it is, that we cai hold familiar intercourse
with the master-minds of all preceding times. The lecturer then
proceeded to trace the growth of the " English Language,"-In re-
gard to the power of the English Language, lie said :-By the
copionsness of our noble language the subtlest distinctions in the
various shades of human thought nay be clearly expressed. By its
multitudes of synonymous terms, and grammatical equivalents the
greatest possible variety of expression may be attained. By the
force and vigor of its primitive words, the greatest energy of style
may be secured. By its flexibility, the most infinite variety of poetic
rythmn may be formed in a mannir that no language can surpass.
At one time we find the verse rolling like the rush of a mounutain
torrent ; at another, " falling gently like dews upon the green slopes
of Hermuon;" now sweetly persuasive, and again terrible with fierce
denunciations, now " harsh, whistling, grunting, guttural," like the
crash of clemental strife, and anon, swelling forth like enchanting
melody.

In conclusion, he said, the English language, being spoken by the
most powerful, the most intellectual and the most Christian nation
of the world, must become the universal language ; Before the close
of the present century it will be spoken by 150 millions of people
-already it is listened to as the voice of power by the unknown
millions of British India ; The timue will cone when the now silent
and solitary places shall echo its harmonious sounds,-when the dark
abodes of paganism, now the habitations of cruelty, shall utter forth
in its expressive strains the praises of thie World's Redeemer-when
the whole human famnily shall possess the glorious productions of
the English Language-productions as nimortal as the intellectual
principle fron whence they sprung-and when the whole earth shall
once more be of " one language and one speech "-the language of
Liberty-of Science-and of Religion -THE ENGLIsH LANGUAGE.

IX. BAYARD TAYLOR, EsQ., OF NEw YORK.
Author Qf various books of travel.

THE PIIENOMENA OF AN ARCTIC WINTER.-A LECTURE AT TORONTO.

In order to observe the effect of the Arctic clinmate, Mr. Taylor
directed his steps to the far north, by way of Lapland, whose rocky
shores stretched like an immense wedge into the Arctic Ocean,
beyond the 71st parallel. Here the gulf stream, whose warm currents
came across the ocean, and, striking the North-west corner of Lap-

land, very mnuch modified the ,cold in certain parts of that coast.
The cold there never exceeded twenty degrees below zero, and
the sea remained unfrozen all the year. This gulf streani went
round the North Cape, hugged closely the shore of Lapland, and
finally terminated all at once at the head of a deep bay, which
divides the Norwegian from the Russian territories. lere it met
with an opposing current from the North Pole, the effect of which
was so sudden and marked, that, while the Norwegian side of the
ports were open all the year round, on the Russian side they were
frozen solid. For this reason Russia had been, and still was, very
anxious to become possessed of a port on the Norwegian aide of this
bay, in order that she might have somne outlet for her navy, during
the long winter nonths. In one respect, the lecturer continued, the
Arctic region was certainly more interesting than the tropical, for
while the tropics had omnly their one unchanging suimer, the north
had two seasons of equal originality. The Arctic summer was
quite as remarkable a phenomenon as the Arctic winter. His first
journey thither was made in the winter, as furnishing the greatest
contrast to previous experiences. The journey northward might
n1ot inappropriately be termed a journey in search of cold weather ;
and, travelling northward, he founcd it growing gradually colder and
colder, the thermometer falling lower and lower day after day, but
still not fast enough for his impatience ; and still, as he journeyed,
the thermometer went down, down to ten below, a degree of cold he
had felt in his own country-down to twenty below, a very fair
appro:ch to an Arctic cold ; and still it fell, until, on Christmas
Day, he was quite satisfied, on finding that the nercury and his
nose froze at the same timne. During the winter, the thermometer
fluctuated between twenty-five above and fifty below, a range quite
as great as that experienced in this country, though, of course,
graduated on a much lower key. Then commenced the wonders of
the Arctie winter, and each succeeding day disclosed some new and
unexpected experiences. Day after day, the sun rose later, and set
sooner, and described a more depressed curve in the heavens ; and
in the same proportion did the white light of day diminish and give
place to the nany coloured tints of the morning and the evening.
He lost sight of the face of the sun but for a few days, but even at
these times, the gorgeons colouring of the sky could neither be
described nor painted. Even the Aurora Borealis, with its fantastic
dances of light, and its wondrous changes, impressed him far les&
than the splendid painting of the unclouded sky of day. On entering
Swedish Lapland, the scenery presented no remarkable features, and
in summer would be called tame and monotonous. The immense
forests and the marshy plateaus were sufficiently uninteresting ; but
the winter, the bearded magician of the North, took these common
objecta and transmuted them into marble. Ail colours disappeared,
and every thing became a spotless white. The snow freezing as it
fell, covered every branch and twig, and the foresta at last showed
not a single speck of green, or any other colour, and forma the most
suggestive were presented to the eye of the spectator. There were
frozen fountains springingup among the leaves, immense candelabra,
lace curtains, pendant from outstretching arms, marble pillars,
plumes and palm leaves, all blended together in a dazzling confusion
which bewildered the eye. No forma of life or vegetation were Bo
eqceedingly beautiful. And when Ms hearers considerea how these
forests reflected every tint of the sky, from the most brilliant pink
in the morning, changing continually until noon, and then in reverse
order, until the sun went down, they might form some faint idea of
the magnificence of the scene. To him (the lecturer) the discovery
of such exceeding beauty was solemn and touching. It was as if
God had purposely designed it as a compensation for warmth and
life. " Not for you," he says to his Arctic children, "not for you
the warmth and life of southern climes, not for you the abounding
vegetation of the tropics, but I will cover your desolation with the
purity of Eden ; I will spread the colours of the rainbow over the
whole arch of your sky, and the marches of my shining armies shall
make even your darknless beautiful." The speaker next proceeded to
describe the effect of the cold. When the thermometer atood at 35°
or 400 below zero, with a clear sun, and no wind, one might ait very
comfortably in his sBleigh, wrapped up in furs, and feels no unpleas-
ant chilliness. But when the sky waa overcast, and the wind
blew strongly, at a temperature even many degrees warmer, the
imagination could not conceive anything more dreary. The fine
particles of snow almost cut through the skin; the moisture of the
breath froze instantly ; the cold attacked the hands and the feet,
and if not vigorously repelled, gradually advanced its beuieging Unes
towards the seat of life, and produced a sensation of drowsiness,
which, if yielded to, ended in death, for there was no difference then
between sleep and death. But there waa stillanother degree of cold
beyond all lie had described, and that was when there was a strong
wind blowing from the north atatemperature of 401 or 50° below zero,
and the sensation with which it was endured, he could only describe
as a struggle for life. The cold was not only felt, but actually seen.
The sky, then, was like an areh of polished steel which had been
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breathed upon, and the wind was like a blast from the hell of the
old Scandinavian mythology.

THE PECULIARITIES OF THE SWEDE8, LAPPS, AND FINNS.

The lecturer, leaving the physical and climatic peculiarities of the
North, gave a description of the people by whon it was inhabited.
Between the Swedes and the Norwegians he would not attempt to
draw any veryminute description, as they were alike in most essential
points, but the Finns and the Lapps presented more points of
difference. The first impression made upon him by the people was
that of splendid animal health, and those qualities usually connected
with health, frankness, directness of character, cheerfulness, content-
ment, and a freedom from perverted passions. Without being ac-
tually handsome, either in face or in form, they were tall and athletie,
with clear blue eyes, which seemed to reflect the color of their native
skies, and complexions as fresh and as rosy as the niorn. He hadî
never seen a more simple, honest, and unsophisticated class of men.
Perfectly honest, they were without mistrust, taking it for granted
that everybody was equally honest ; very kindly and friendly, were
yet undemonstrative, and at first sight appeared cold ; but they were
no milksops, and beneath that cold exterior still sonietimes blazed
out the fierce passions which in the South were no stronger, but less
under control.

On turning round the corner of the Gulf of Bothnia, they
came into Finland, and instead of Swedish forms they had the
shorter frames of the Finns. What particularly struck him respect-
ing the Finus was a certain Orientalism shewn in their language,
which is Asiatic in character, the only European language having
any affinity with it being the Magyar or Hungarian. In other
respects, too, they gave indications of being of Eastern origin, and
it was curions to find so much of the Orient reproduced within the
Arctic circle. The Finns were less frank and open-hearted than the
Swedes, but more picturesque, with more light and shade of
character. They were passionate, and therefore prone to excess;
imaginative, and therefore prone to superstition ; but the religious
element seemed now to have become their only safety-valve for their
imagination.

Drunkenness had now almost entirely disappeared, consequent
on the exertions of the Swedish imissionaries, who made temperance
a part of their religions instruction. Their notions of propriety
were ciuiously contradicted ; for while both sexes made use of the
vapour bath at the same time, and the usual form of salution was by
a close embrace with the right arm, yet a kiss even from a husband
to his wife was considered as an outrageous breach of proprietv.
Still further north than the Finns and the Swedes, were the Lapps,
who might be considered as the natural and proper inhabitants of
that inhospitable clime. Where they came from had not been
satisfactorily determined, but to see them one would be very much
inclined to say, with Topsy, that they never came from anywhere,
but grew there. He found them neither so small or so ugly as he
was led to expect. He found most of the men to measure five feet
four inches, or even more, and some of them reached nearly six
feet, and ho saw in Stockholm the skeleton of a girl which reached
the astonishing height of seven feet eight. In one respect, he found
them less interesting and picturesque than he expected. They had
lost nearly all traces of their ancient mythology, which had disap-
peared before the advances of the Christianreligion. Thelecturerthen
gave a lively description of the animal upon whom the existence of
the Laps actually depended, namely, the reindeer ; its peculiarities,
its adaptability te the various needs of a polar climate, and the
great variety of the uses to which its bones and sinews, and skin,
were turned ; its wonderful sagacity in picking its way without the
slightest hesitation across a trackless waste of snow, when the path
lay several feet below the surface, and when the drifting snow
instantly fled up all marks of previous travel. He then recounted
his feelings during the long winter night of the Arctic region, and
the delight with which he hailed the return of the sun and of the
white light of the day; and then of the effect of the summer day,
when the perpetual daylight produced, after a little, the feeling of
chronic fatigue and sleepless restlessnesa, which were almost in-
supportable. "I never," said he, "exporienced a more delightful
sense of refreshment than when, after a month of daylight, the
blessed old night came back again, and covered me up while I siept,
as a mother covers up her restless child." The lecturer closed by
saying that science and civilization would never receive any very
important aid from beyond the parallel of sixty. Nevertheless, it
was cheering to find even there, where men lived under such dis-
couraging ircumstances, that love for each other, trust in each other,
and faith in God, were all vital among them; and their shortcomings
were o few and so eaily accounted for, that one could respect then
and feel that his faith in man was increased by knowing them. Those
who spent their whole lives at home could not understand how much
roal good there was in the human race. God had created no race of
men, as no individual, entirely bad. He neglected none of his child-

ren, and upon the frozen shores of Lapland, as well as the sunny
lands of the South, rested alike his benediction, his nercy, and his
inftnite love.-Leader Report.

1. EXTRACT FROM JUDGE HAGARTY'S LATE CHARGE.

1 cannot omit alluding to a subject always brought most painfully
to my mind on an occasion like the present. The streets of Toronto,
like those of too many other towns, still present the miserable spec-
tacle of idle, untanght children, male and female-a crop too rapid-
ly ripeniug for the dram-shop, the brothel and the prison-and that
too under the shadow of spacious and admirably kep>t school houses,
into which all may enter free of cost. Most nobly does Toronto
provide the means of free education. About twenty-six thousand
dollars is annually raised by assessmnent, besides the amount levied
for Roman Catholic Separate Schools. The Governmnent grants swell
the total to about thirty-two thousand dollars. Such an expenditure
in a population of under 50,000, might be fairly expected to ensure
the blessings of education to all. Every person accquainted with the
worst classes of our poor is aware of the extreme diffliculty in induc-
ing them to permit their children to attend school. They will
retain them to gather wood for fuel, to beg from door to door, in
short for any thing in preference to the free education so liberally
provided. Now as has been frequently repeated, it is from this class
our young criminails often spring-it is this class we are chiefly
interested in hnunanizing by education-and in this way we are slip.
posed to receive more than an equivaleint for our enforced contribu-
tions to the maintenance of schools. It is to be feared that the
majority of persons content themselves with the assurance that as
we devote a very large anuial sum to provide free education to all,
nothing more can be expected-and a still greater obstacle to im-
proveinent is the tendency of others to denounce every suggestion
of a possible defect in the systems in large towns, as emanating from
a bigoted dislike of the Common School System, and as treason to the
noble cause of Free Education. But year after year the great evil
continues unabated, and those whose heavy responsibility it is to act
as Judges or Jurors in Criminal Courts naturally ask if such things
are always to be. It was a work of centuries to teach nations that
their duty towards their criminals extended beyond punishment.
The labors and lives of great and good men and women, and a wider
knowledge of social economy, but above all a nobler appreciation of
the spirit of that Gospel which preached deliverance to the pressmen
and captives, have at last awakened ns to the belief that the refor-
niation of the offenders is at least as important to society as punish-
ment. I trust there are many listening to me who will live to see
the day when we shall cease to feel perfectly satisfied in having donc
all that was required of us in providing a very large suin to offer free
education to all who voluntarily seek its blessings-leaving that
unhappy class most in need of thein to follow in vicious idleness
their own broad path that leadeth to destruction, whatever may be
the varions opinions as to the true remedy. I nay venture to express
my hope that the Grand Jurors of these Counties will join in the
earnest desire that means nay be devised of extending to our long
neglected juvenile vagrants some hunanizing benefit from the many
thousands of pounds which the publie generously contribute for the
purpose of education.

2. A VISIT TO THE REFORMATORY SCHOOL AT
PENETANGUISHENE.

As one of the great disciplinarian institutions of the country, the
Reformatory, besides its own local attraction, should be understood
as being now in full vigour and active usefulness-thoroughly
organized, and as far as the already limited accommodation admits,
doing a good work towards regenerating the evil tendencies of the
youth now incarcerated within its walls.

It is hardly necessary to state that the Reformatory, or old
garrison, occupies a pleasant position on the east side of Penetan-
guishene Bay, at the foot of a picturesque slope, and in full com-
mand of an extensive view of the Georgian waters, with its
numerons islands. The drive from the village of Pentanguishene,
a distance of three miles, is such a one as readily calls to mind
soume of the more rural approaches to ancient fortresses in the old
country, being thickly lined with the cottages of the pensioners,
some of them very tastefully decorated, and all possessing that
quaint appearance that in itself indicates the residence of the '"old
soldier." We were conducted to the grounds by W. M. Kelly,
Esq., the Warden, who took the greatest pains to point out and
explain what has been done, and what still requires to be done for
the efficiency of the institution. The reserve consists of two
hundred acres, now being feneed, and a portion put in order for
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farming purposes. The prison itself is a substantial stone building,
111 feet long, 39 feet wide, and 24 feet high, which, with the office
and grounds, occupy four acres, the whole enclosed by a fence 16
feet high. On entering we were conducted to the various workshops,
which already consist'of carpenters, tailors, shoemakers, and coopers,
al] carried on, with the exception of the latter, within the main
building. Lt is indeed a hive of industry, each of the departments
being presided over by a responsible man, and who, in addition to
his inechanical dities, superadds that of keeper, or guard. Besides
the workshops is a large dining roon, school room, two chapels,
Protestant and Roman Catholic, and sleeping rooms. The order of
proceedings is as follows :-Rise at 5 o'clock, muster at 6-school
until 7--breakfast-after which told off to their different employ-
mlients until Il. 55-dinner at 12-the interval until 1 being filled
u'p by play. Airain nuster and off to their different shops until 4,
when the bell summons to school until 5.45, followed by supper,
and closure of the prison at 6 o'clock. Two guards remain with
the boys, who are allowed to read and study until 7l o'clock, when
all are ordered to bed.

Perhaps the most marked feature was the good order and apparent
contentmitent of the boys, at present numbering 44, and varrying in
age anîd size fron the petit to the "prodigious." We can testify to
the zest taken hy the boys in eating and exercise. The culinary
departinent is colduîcte(d on a nost economical scale ; for while the
best of bread and beef is given to the prisoners, the average expense
of feeding aci lias averaged only eight cents a day. Religious
exercise is provided twice 'a week, under the ininistrations of Rev.
MUr. Hallen, Episcopal ; and Rev. Mr. Kennedy, Roman Catholi.-
Northern A drnoce.

3. TRUANCY INSTITUTION, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

At the Truant Institution established three years since, children
who refuse to attend the public or private schools, and who are so
uiruly as to be beyond the control of their parents, nay be commit-
ted by a magistrate until they refori so far as to be willing to
attend school, or be controlled by their parents. At the Truant
School they are educated and taught some useful occupation by
teachers provided for that purpose and who are perfectly competent
tel1npart instruction to thein. They receive religious instruction as%
well.

4. TRUANCY ACT, NEW YORK.

By this act, on the complaint of any citizen, a child between the
age of seven and fourteen, found vagrant, may be taken before a
police magistrate for exainination ; and the parent or guîrdian can
be conpelled to enter into an engagement to keep such child from
vagrancy, and to send him or her to school "at least four months in
each year." The act provides also for the punishment of the parent
if this engagement be broken. It further makes it the duty of all
Police-officers who shall find truant and vagrant children, to make
complaint as before described.

5. TRUANCY ACT, RHODE ISLAND.
An Act to prevent Truancy froin School in the City of Providence,

Rhode Island.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly as follows:
Section 1. The Board of Aldermen of the City of Providence,

may, at any time after the passage of this Act, and annually there-
after, appoint one or more discreet and suitable persons in said city,
whose duty it shall be to see that all children, truants from school,
between six and fifteen years of age, residing in said city, who are
Without lawful occupation, and are growing up in ignorance, are
placed and kept in some public or private school in said city. Said
Persons, so appointed, shall be called supervisors of schools, and
shall have power to hear and examine complaints, and at their discre-
tion to take such children to school ; and in case of continued truancy,
with the approbation of the Board of Aldermen of said city, as
herinafter provided, may commit any such children to the Reform
School in said city.

Section 2. When any superior cannot induce any such child
regularly to attend some school in said city, lie shall report the name
Of such child, with their parents or guardians, to be brought before
them by said supervisors, and the matters shall then be, by said
Board, fully investigated ; and if upon a full hearing of the case,
said Board determine that said child cannot be kept at school, and
that such child is growing up in ignorance, having no lawful occupa-
tion, said Board may order said supervisor to oommit said child to
the Reform School for a terni not exceeding the period of his
ilinority.-Hon. E. R. Potter's Report. 1864.

VI. aptro on eracticat Ctducatouu.

1. SUBJECTS TOO LITTLE TAUGHT IN OUR SCHOOLS.
J. S. McColl, Esq., the Local Superintendent of Schools, Aldboro',

in a recent address, recommended among other things the teaching of
composition and practice of public recitations in our Schools. In con-
sequence of their neglect, ho shewed the difficulty that existed,
even among our most advanced scholars, of composing, intelligi-
bly, a letter on very simple business, and the incompetency that
a man feels in rising to address an audience, tho' he may be quite
conversant with the subject upon which lie attempts to speak. The
Superintendent concluded his excellent remarks by impressing upon
teachers the propriety of giving their pupils occasional lessons on
the constitution and Government of Great Britain, in connection
with lier colonies, and of calling their attention to the excellency of
lier institutions, thereby imbuing their minds with a love of country
and a loyalty for which Canadians are already so well known.

2. NECESSITY OF HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE.
There is no department of human exertion, in which a preliminary

historical knowledge is so necessary as in education. The education
of a people bears a constant and most pre-eininently influential
relation to its attai:nments and excellences-physical, mental, and
moral. The national education is at once a cause and an effect of
the national character ; and, accordingly, the history of education
affords the only ready and perfect key to the history of the human
race, and of each nation in it,-an unfailing standard for estinating
its advance or retreat upon the line of human progress.

3. CHILDREN OUR FUTURE RULERS.

The present childhood of the world is, under God, to control the
destiny of the world. The ten millions of the yonth of the land
are to decide its character, for weal or for woe, either utward or
downward. As surely as the sun hastes in its strengtli to the zenith,
so surely will the world's youth course up to power, speedily occupy
the inheritance of the presant generation, and impress upon Amnerica
and the world their own individuality of honour or of shame. Who
shall prevent this young man of fervid intellect and uiitiriig
energy, from making his mark in life, and froin standing, instead of
before kings, a very king himself before the people ? Who shall
hinder this educated daughter, if trained to the life of ball-rooms
and theatres. from shadowing the life of heaven fron lier own soul,
and the souls of lier comîpanions ? If the tree lies as it falls, so
ordinarily does life go on as it begins, influentially and irreversibly.

Now a large proportion of these youth are educated youth. Their
minds have been trained to knowledge, and disciplined by its
acquisitions. There are the three or four millions of common
school scholars throughout the land, the hundreds of thousands in
acadamies, and the tens of thousands in colleges. Tliese are a
strong host figlting their way for the kingdom of this world.
They leave more than ripples upon the surface of society ; they are
the mighty waves whose power gains victory in the inysteries of the
deep, and dashes up defiance upon the land.

It may be affirmed that it is characteristic of the age to respect
the claims of youth, to honour it as a power among niankind, and
to give it increasing importance in the affairs of the world. The
recruiting officer has his standard of height, and enrols or rejects
according to the degree of personal stature. Feet and inches go to
make a soldier. But in our day, youth, influential by activity,
becomes self-enrolled for positions of ascendancy. Youth is rela-
tively more prominent than in old times, and in the future it will
be, perhaps, in this country more so still. Under these circuin-
stances of present and increasing influence in all the affairs of life,
what momentous interests are wrapped up in the character of our
young men and maidens, and especially of those whose education is
qualifying them for the highest private and public stations.

4. GIRLS' RIGHTS.

There is a very important sense in which the rights of iman and
woman are perfectly equal, and perhaps identical. Girls have rights
as well as women, and boys as well as men. With " Girls' Rights,"
for a watchword much more might be accomplished. Girls have
inalienable rights to the same thorough course of mental culture
with boys. What is the object of mental culture and mîental
discipline ? Is it merely to prepare us to meet the force of physical
necessities ? to brace up against the contingencies of this present life ?
If this be the only design, then surely every argument must be in
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favor of girls' rights in this respect ? The storms of penury and
adversity would seem less cheerleus and dreary to the heart of woman,
if her mind had been more thoroughly disciplined by the hand
of right culture. If she had not been educated for some ideal mis-
sion, some field of ease and comfort, she would be far better
qualified to ineet the stern demands of real life.

But it is an unpardonable infringement upon the rights of girls,
to deny them, by false notions of popular sentiment, the thorough,
mental culture given to boys. The design of education is to strength-
en as well as to refine, to mature as well as to cultivate. Can there
he any reason then, why the right to thorough and practical, mental
training should be denied to girls! Look at the picture of human
misery. Behold the sufferings of woman. Ask yourself how much
of this suffering might be palliated and perhaps avoided, were girls
permitted to enjoy their natural and imperative rights. There is a
sickly, popular sentiment, I an aware, which regards ignorance and
indifference in regard to all the practical duties of life, as positive
proof of female delicacy. This sentiment would have the course of
study for girls, very delicately carved and very carefully pursued.
Let them pay much attention to the "fine arts." Let them nîot be
required to deal with the stern and diffcult in the pathway of know-
ledge.

Thus they rapidly advance to womnhood, plants of tender growth,
fit only for the green-house of affluence and luxury, and not able to
withstand one ray from the full orbed sun of life, or the tempests
which ever and anon sweep through its dark ravines. No one must
infer from this, that the "fine arts " can be pursed toc attentively.
The f ault is not that the beautiful is studiedtoo much, but the forms
of beauty do not assume proper strength. Other things of equal
importance are sadly neglected. The right to study the beautiful
is the common inheritance of the girls and boys. If a thorough
course of mathematical study is best adapted to call into systematic
life the powers of mind, why should this be denied to the girls ?
And if music, painting, &c., are calculated to soften and refine
human nature, why should it be esteemed a matter of indifference
whether boys study them or not?

There are very few departnents of science, which are of practical
value to any body, improper for woman to b acquainted with. The
legitmate province of education is to lead the human mind into all
the mnysteries of art and science.

Another right may be nentioned. I amn very certain that the right
of girls to be educated with boys is "inalienable " and imperative.
The home circle is very incomplete without brothers and sisters.
There are deep and pure fountains in the human heart, which these
relations alone can unseal. Social life would be a comparative
blank, without the mnutual influences of the race. Every department
of life, most emphatically, establishes that old, antediluvian truth,'
that "it is not good for man to be alone." Yet in despite of this,
you will find "boarding schools for boys," and colleges for boys all
over the land. And that there are fashionable boarding schools for
young ladies, female seminaries, &c. I would not speak disrespect-
fully of any school, but I know I speak the experience of many
teachers iii saying, that it is many tues less trouble to manage one
hundred boys and girls, than the same number of either alone. Many.
of the "boarding schools for boys," breed moral pestilence and
imbecility. There is no restraining influence which female character
always exerts, felt there. And the female seminaries of our land
graluate a multitude of weak and inefficient characters, fit only to
loiter in the velvety walks of life. Very much of the roughness and
impetuosity of boys' nature might be overcome or nodified, by asso-1
ciating, under proper circuinstances, with girls. Nothing is more
becoming in the circles of education, than a class of boys and girls,
sitting, side by side, upon the saine recitation seat, intent upon pro-
gress, and alive with mutual emulation. And the teacher who can
not bring all sucli associations under proper regulations, is not a
master workmau to say the least.

Let girls as well as woman, aert and maintain their rights. -
'. Y. Teacher.

I .g ptr onit atural estoq.

1. TO BOYS-DESTRUCTION OF BIRDS FORBIDDEN IN
GERMANY.

The destruction of all birds, except game to eat, has been recently
prohibited in many of the small German states, on the Rhine, and
in parts of Germany. The motives urged are these-wherever the
farmers have killed the rooks, jays, and even sparrows, the crops
have been les than.where they had been unolested. Very able
naturalists have examined this, and have reported that the vast
quantity of noxious vermin which the birds destroy, greatly exceeds
the snall quantity of grain they destroy in searching for the insecte
on which they feed. Investigation in this country has developed

the saine fact. The destruction of the birds gives hosts of insect
tribes a chance for life, and those feed upon the crops and cause a
far more general destruction of fruits, vegetables and cereals than is

occasioned by the birds thcmselves. Now as the Spring approaches,
and with it the time of the singing of birds, measures should be
taken to protect these warblers from nurderous attacks of boys.
-- eircork Con. Adr. (See page 52.)

2. CAUSE OF DEATH AMONG THE GOLD-FISH.

Whenever you mneet with folks who keep gold-fishes in the old-
fashioned glass globes, you will be sure te hear the melancholy com-
plaint that they c ii( die in spite of every care taken te preserve
them. The water is changed most regularly, the glass kept beau-
tifully clean, the vessel shaded froin the sunshine; yet, alas! alas !
death is always busy among then. Is it internai disease ? Is it
external fungi ? No ; the cause is starvation. Every other pet is
expected te eat, but these gold-carp are expected to subsist on-
nothing ! "But don't they cat the animalcuæ '?" Nonsense : Give
themn a few small earth-worms, or anglers' gentles, twice a week, and
to prevent the necessity of frequently changing the water, throw in
a handful of Anacharis (water-weed) ; and, instead of floating in suc-
cession " on their watery bier," they w-ill get plump and healthy,
and grow as rapidly as in their native waters. Some of our gold-
fishes have been in our possession seven years, and have increased in
size threc times what they were originally.-Recreative Science.

3. SOUNDING SHELLS.

There are few persons who cannot remember the childish wonder
with which they are filled, when a sea-shell was first placed te the
ear ; and the still greater wonder they experienced when told that
the strange resonance which they heard was the roar of the sea ;
this being the common explanation given te children. There are,
doubtless, many adult persons who do net know the phenomena of
the sounding shell. It is caused by its hollow formn and polished
surface ; these enable it to receive and return the beatings of all the
sounds which tremble in the air that surrounds it.

4. NATURAL COMPASS.

In the vast prairies of Texas, a little plant is found, which, under
all circumstances of climate, change of weather, rain, frost, or sun-
shine, invariably turns its Bleaves and flowers to the north. If a soli-
tary traveller be making his way across those wilds, without a star
te guide or compass te direct him, he finds a monitor in this humble
plant, and follows its guidance, certain that it will net mis-
lead hini.

5. AGRICULTURAL DISTRIBUTION BY THE U. S.
PATENT OFFICE.

The Patent office has ready for distribution over 30,000 well-rooted
tea plants ; 12,000 foreign and domestic grape-vines ; 900 rooted
seedless pomegranate cutting, and varions foreign, medicinal, and
ornamental plants. The delay in distribution has been owing te the
reduced appropriation made by Congress for agricultural purposes for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1860.
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V. >pper% o giology and e¢alm.

. PURIFICATION OF FOUL WATER-AN IMPORTANT
DISCOVERY.

The LondoBuilder says that Mr. Thomas Spencer, the discov-
erer of electrotype, lias made another important discovery, He lias
ascertained that the magnetic oxide of iron, which abounds in rocky
strata, and in sands, &c. attracts oxygen, whether it exista in water
or in air, and polarise ý it-that this polarised oxygen is the salubri.
fying ozone-that this ozone, so formed, destroys all discolouring
aud polluting organic solutions in water, and converts them into the
sparkling and refreshing carbonic acid of the healthful spring. Even
sewage water cai be thus alnost instantaneously purified. More-
over, Mr. Spencer lias discovered that the apparently mechanical
process of filtration, is itself magnetical, and it is now known that
all substances are constitutionally more or less subject to magietical
nfluenîce: thus all extraneous matters suspended in water may be
rapidily attracted in filtration, and so separated ; and this may be
dome whether on a great scale or a small, either by the mnagnetic oxide
or black said of iron, by a mixture of this with ordinary sand, or
by varions other mneans; and Mr. Spencer has discovered a solid
porous combinatiom of carbon with magnetic oxide, prepared from
Cumberlanîd hemnatite, which is said to have very great filtering
power.

'. INSTANTANEOUS DISINFECTION-VALUABLE SUR-
GICAL DISCOVERY.

The Paris correspondent of the New York E.preeu gives the fol-
loming account of a valuable discovery, destined to effect a great
amelioration in the treatment of ulcers, abeesses, flesh wounds, &c.
" At the last sittinîg of the Academy of Sciences, the celebrated
Dr. Velpeau demanded permission to make an important comnmnuni-
cation, and announced that two young practitioners in question,
Messrs. Corme and Demeaux, had paid hii a visit for the purpose
of presenting to his notice their discovery and explaining to hin
its results. Messrs. Corme and Demeaux have found a process for
the complete and instantaneous disinfection of animal matter. The
action of the disinfecting agent arrests the progress of decomposition,
and effectually prevents the generation of insects. The substance,
prepared for use, costs here about one franc for a hundred pounds,
and the expense in America would probably be stillless. The follow-
Ing is the formula, as given by the inventors themselves : Plaster of
commerce, reduced to fine powder, 100 parts ; coal tar, one to three
parts. The mixture of the two substances is effected with ease by
the aid of a mortar, or by any other appropriate mechanical means.
The application of this composition to the dressing of sorem and
wounds requires a particular preparation. A certain quantity of
the powder, prepared according to the formula, is diluted with olive
Oil to the consistency of a paste or ointment. This species of paste
or salve is of a dark brown color, lias a slightly bituminous odor,
and nay be kept in a closed jar for an indefinite period. The oil
unites the powder without dissolving it, and the composition has the
property of absorbing infectious liquida the instant it is applied to
the sore which produces them. The application nay be mediate or
immnediate. In the latter case, that is to say, placing the composi-
tion directly in contact with the sore, no pain whatever is produced;
on the contrary, the salve has a decisive action, cleanses the sore and
favors cicatrization."

3. NECESSITY OF UPPER AND LOWER VENTILATORS IN

A SCHOOL ROOM.

It has commonly been supposed that the impure air (carbonic gas)
Which is expelled from the lungs, descended to the floor. This has
been shown by Professor Dalton and other eminent chemists, to be
entirely erroneous. It has been ascertained by repeated experiments
that carbonic gas diffuses itself rapidly into every part of the room.
This being the case, the impure aie must be drawn off from the
upper stratum of the room, as well as fron the lower. Some have
aupposed that an aperture half way between the upper and lower
one, would draw off the impure air as it escapes from the lungs, and
thus retard its diffusion; this, however, has not yet been established
by satisfactory experiments. The deleterious effect of impure air
la no longer questioned, and the necessity of some more thorough
and effectuai means of ventilation is urged by the most weighty
considerations. In a room of 50.scholars, from 200 to 500 cubic feet
of air are vitiated every.minute, and unless some effectuai nieans are
devised for expelling the impure air, the most serious consequences
nust ensue.

4. SINGLE AND DOUBLE SCHOOL DESKS, &c.
Single desks are generally to be preferred to double ones. The

whole expense for room and deska is about twenty per cent more.
When practicable, the house should be so placed that pupils as they
sit, may face the north. In rooms to be used in summer as well as
winter, it would be better that there should be no windows on the
south. In aIl cases there should be outaide or inside blinds. Out-
aide blinds are to be preferred to keep the room cool. Inside blinds
can be more easily maniaged to modify the light. The gable end
should also be toward the south, since by this arrangement the roofs
would be much les heated in sunmmer.

On the ceiling of every school-room the four points of the conpass
might be painted in distinct colora, with letters designating the
several points.

VI. Taptr o eo0onat #ubjet.

1. COLONIAL POSSESSIONS OF GREAT BRITAIN.

A blue book of 430 pages has just been published, fil of statistical
tables relating to the colonial and other possessions of the United
Kingdom. it is drawn up in the commercial department of the
Board of Trade, and bears strong evidence of the labor and skill
with which that department is managed. Fromii the abundance of
its contents we are only able to notice a few of the mîost prominent
articles of information which it contains. It apppears froi this
publication that the trade of the East Indies greatly surpasses in
extent that of any other dependency of the British empire. In
the last year of which we have an official account, the value of the
importa was £28,608,284, of which enormous amount £16,739,897
was from the United Kingdom. lu the sanie year the exporta
amounted to £26,591,877, of which £10,635,607 was to the United
Kingdom. The whole trade, therefore, of India, was thus of the
value of upwards of £55,000,000. Next in importance was the
trade with the six colonies of Australia, namely, New South Wales,
Victoria, South Australia, Wes.tern Australia, Tasnania, and New
Zealand. The united value of the importa of these colonies was
£25,823,283, of which sun £16,282,022 was fromn the United King-
dom. The value of the exporta of the Australian colonies was
£22,954,033, of which sum of £14,653,370 was to the United King-
dom. Next in extent and importance was the trade with the five
colonies of British America, namely, Canada, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward's Island and Newfoundland. The trade
with these extensive and flourishing colonies amoumted to £13,412,-
257, of which £5,743,962 was from the United Kingdom. The
value of the exporta was £9,807,084, of which £3,470,796 was to
the United Kingdom. Next in importance was the trade with the
15 colonies of the West Indies. The value of the importa of these
colonies was £3,716,892,of which £1,233,690 was from the United
Kingdom. The value of the exporta was £2,697,488, of which
£2,306,618 was to the United Kingdom. In addition to these great
groups of colonies, the trade of several of the detached colonies are
very great. Thus, for instance, the value of the imports inîto the
island of Ceylon was £3,106,664, of which £631,368 was from the
United Kingdomn. In the sanie year the value of the exports was
£2,588,460, of which £1,348,614 was to the United Kingdonm. The
value of the trade with the Cape of Good Hope was £2,637,192, of
which £1, 911,122 was from the United Kingdon. The value of the
exporta was £1,988,406, of which £1,426,614 was to the United
Kingdom. The trade with the Mauritius and with Malta was acarce-
ly less extensive, and that of the lonian Islands was about half as
much.

2. BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES.

The two Canadas have an area of 350,000 square miles, with a
population of 3,000,000; New Brunswick 27,700 square miles,
with a population of 225,000; Nova Scotia 18,746 square miles,
with a population of 300,000; Prince Edwrad Island has 2,134
square miles, with a population of 62,398 ; and Newfoundland
57,000 square miles, with a population of 120,00-total area,
553,446 square miles and an aggregate population of 4,000,000.

3. THE POSITION OF CANADA.
Canada is just becoming to America what England lias been to

the Continent. The only reliable abode, free from public oppres-
sion ; Canada, of ail the divisions of this broad continent, is the
only land of true liberty-the only safe alielter and permanent
asylum for the slave, and instead of the equality of our laws being
subverted by the man-hunter, and the conservative nature of our
institutions becoming eclipsed by the superiority of American inde-
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pendence, we shall continue to attract the better feelings and secu
the sincere friendship of our republican neighbours ; and bind 1
laws of amity and chains of commerce, to our soil the best busine
habits and mtost trustworthy alliances, belonging to this continen
and eventually be the means of consolidating into one political unic
a large share of the northern United States with the destinies
British America.-Picou Gazette.

4. THE PROGRESS OF NEW BRUNSWICK.
One of the New Brunswick papers gives a condensed report of

lecture delivered at St. Johns, by the Hon. Mr. Tilley, on tl
gratifying progres of New Brunswisk. The lecture was reple-
with much valuable information, enlivened by several historice
incidents in the early history of the Province ; and in closing, t]
Hon. gentleman conpared our present positioi with that of tl
Province when its wholy revenue was £1200 ; and with that of eve
a later period when a man was paid £20 to erect a habitation for th
accomodation of a few travellers on the line of road where now oi
railway passes. The Hon. gentlemen thus suîmned up the result
his observations and experience :

1st. The population of New Brunswick had doubled itself i
every successive 17 years, commencing in 1782 and ending in 1850
that it might be expected to double itself in the succeeding 3
years.

2d. That the taxation of this Province is less than that of an
other country in the world, being only 17s. 9d. per head, against 32i
in the States, and £3 in England.

3d. That individual wealth here is in the saie proportion, heiný
$550 per head against $403 in Canada, $320 in the States, and £10
in England.

4th. That the returns of exports for 1858 are individually large
here than in England, generally considered the largest exporter ii
the world, being here £5 12s., against £5 there per head.

5th. That returns show that agriculture in this Province, with it
long winter, its highly paid labor, and its adequate markets, can bt
made to yield a large profit.

6th. That the grant for education in 1859 was £30,000, the exaci
sum granted by wealthy and populous England to the Privy Counci
of Instruction the first year the Council was formed.

5. CAPITAL OF THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.
The capital emîployed by the Hudson's Bay Company is £1,265,068,and consists of stock standing in the names of the proprietors,£500,000 ; valuation of the Company's lands and buildings, exclu-

sive of Vancouver's Island and Oregon-£318,884. The dividends
froin 1847 to 1856 averaged about 10 per cent. The stock ranged
at about 205 for the same period.

6. FRENCH COLONIZATION IN AMERICA.
A work has recently been published in Paris, by M. Rameau, onFrench colonization and the French in America, which contains

somne iiteresting statisties. The total Frencli population in America
probably reaches, according to the figures given, about 1,250,000
souls. They are divided as follows :-Lower Canada, between eight
and ane hundred thousand, Newfoundland, fifteen to twenty
thousand ; Nova Scotia, sixteen thousand; New Brunswick,
twenty-five thousand. In the State of Maine there are four to five
thousand Arcadian French ; l the State of Vermont, fourteen to
fifteen thousand ; State of New York sixty thousand ; Illinois
twenty thousandl; and at Green Bay, State of Wisconsin, twelve
thousand French Canadians. The numberin Louisiana is not given.
The Joarntal de Qjebec in noticing the work, remarks, that if France
had desired it the Freticli race would now be dominant over the
vast heritage of Columobus. And that if Louis XIV. in the place ofspending £165,000,000 in the embellishnent of Versailles and itsparks had eiployed the money in colonizing America, it might besaid without exaggeration, that there would now be as many Frenchmn Anierica as there are in France. "At the commencement ofthe 18th century, says M. Rameau, France possessed the whole of
North Amnerica, on the ocean, and as far as California on the Pacific
with the exception of a narrow strip of land which, starting from
Florida, ran along the Atlantic to the entrance of the Bay of Fundy,
being limited in the rear of the Alleghanies and Alpalachas, and
which formned the English colonies of Virginia and New England.
The Gulf of the St. Lawrence, Canada, the interior lakes, the entirebasin of the Mississippi and the Missouri, the North West, Oregon
and all the territories north of California and Mexico, belonging te,
and formed two immense Provinces, Canada and Louisiana. We
occupied in the Atilles more than half St. Domingo, St. Louis, St.

Domuinick, St. Vincent, Tobaco, St. Bartholemy, and finally Mart-
inique and Guadaloupe, the feeble remains which we now possess ofso many colonies. li South America, we possessed Guiana andMaomne0, now known as the Falkland [slands, Ii Asia, ve doni-nated in India, and we had treaties which answered as establishments
mn Cochmi China. Finally, the factory of the Colles on the coast of
Algeria, Senegal, and the factories on the coast of the Isles of France,the Reunion and the Surzerainty of Madagascar, in Africa, gave us
great importance, in this part of the world." Of ail this vast extentof colonies, as M. Rameau remarks, there remains nothing to Francebut the remains of Guadaloupe and Martinique.

1. THE POPULATION OF THE WORLD,
Classified according to Religious belief, compiled at the Statistical

Bureau, Berlin, is as follows :
Europe · ·. · · · · · · · · · · ·............. .................... 272,000,000
Aia and ..............---................ 675,000,000
Oceaica . ....... .... --..... ............. 82 ,000,000
Afrca ...........--------- ---...................... 200,000,000

1288,000,000

89,000,000
170,000,000
76,000,000
5,000,000

180,000,000
208,000,000
550,000,000

1288,000,000

Total ..................
Protestants . .............. ..........
Roman Catholics ......................
Greek Church.........................
lews...
iahomedans ..... ....Hleathens . ..................

Budhists, &c. .........................

T otal..............................

2. THE NEW ITALIAN KINGDOM.
For years the dream of the Italian patriots has been the unity of

Italy. Such a combination of the various provinces into which thatbeautiful land has been divided, as would imite them under one
govermnent, powerful enough to maintain their liberties against allforeign invasion, and to give them an influential position among theleadîug powers of the world. That dream seems about to berealized. Under the lead of Victor Enianuel, King of Sardinia
a Kingdom has been organized with assent to an overwhelming
majority of the Italian people, of a territorial extent and populationsuch as Italy has net known since the days of the Gothie Kings.The following table will show the population of the new kingdom:

KINGDOM OF SARDINIA BEFORE THE WAR.
Population .......................................... 5, 167,542

SARDINIA AFTER THE WAR.
Piedmont and the Island of Sardinia ...... 5,167,542
Kimgdom of Lombardy...........-.............. 2,866,395

Total ....................... 8,033,938
SARDINIA AS SHE Is AFTER THE RECENT ANNEXATIONS
Piedmont and the Island of Sardinia. 5167,542
Kingdoni cfy ........................ 2,866,396

trand Dutchy of Tuscany ..................... 1, 806,940
Dutchy of 1%odona ......................... 604,512
Dutchy cf Panna ....................... 499,835
Legation of Bolegna ..................... 75,631
Legation of Forrara ..................... 244,524
Legation cf Forli ........................ 218,433

Total ...................... 11,783,813
Deduct Savoy and Nice, gi-en to France 847,738

Total ..................... 10,936,075
STnder a constitutional governmient, animated by liberal senti-ments, as has been that of Sardinia under its present monarch, thenew Italian Kingdom has the promise of a career, which will give

it a standing and position in the first rank of European nations.-
Leader.

3. POPULATION OF CHINA.

An oficial cousus taken lu China twice during the present century,at an interval cf frty years, gives the following results -The first
taken in 1812, by order cf the Efnperor Kai-Ting, gave the number
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of inhabitants at 360,278,597 ; and the second in 1852, under the

reign and order of the present Emperor, Hien-Fung, 536,090,300.
If these accounts be correct, and there is nothing to lead to the

supposition that they are not, the Chinese population has, in

forty years increased 176,629,703.

4. POPULATION OF CALIFORNIA.

The California State Register gives the following : The population

of the State is at present 530,000 ; consisting of 395,315 Americans,
15,000 Frenchmen, 2,000 Englishmen, 10,000 Irishmen, 10,000

Germans, 15,000 Mexicans, 38,000 Chinese, 2,000 Negroes, 63,000
Indians, and 15,000 of other races.

5. POPULATION AND EDUCATION IN RUSSIA.

The population of the Russian empire was estimated at 65,200,
000 in 1850. In 1858 it contained, as officially stated, only 5432

schools, with 133,618 pupils, of which, 4982 fall to the universities'
300 to the lyceums, 22,270 to the high colleges, 28,358 to the pro-
vincial schools, 53,654 to the parochial schools, 24,036 to the private
establishments, and 3538 to the Hebrew schools. Besides these,
there were in the district of Warsaw 76,059 students and pupils, in
1451 schools. So that the entire number of pupils in Russia and

Poland is 210,030, in 3883 schools.

6. TELEGRAPHe AND RAILROADS IN RUSSIA.

Russia ls making great progress. Her railroads and telegraph
lines which are the chief works undertaken since the termination
of the war with the western powers, are evidently designed chiefly

to supply a want that was greatly felt by her during the progress of

hostilities. There are now railroads from St. Petersburg to Moscow,
398 miles, and Pokoff, 170, besides the short lines, from the capital

to Peterhoff and Pavlovsk, and that from Warsaw to Tshentokhoff,
on the Russian frontier, and 25 versts beyond, the total length of
which is 182 miles. Other lines are in course of construction, or
projected, froni Pokoff to Warsaw, 462 miles, completing the rail-
road communication between the capital of the empire and that of
Poland ; fron Dunaburg to Riga, 145 miles, to be afterwards con-
tinued to Libau, 53 miles further ; and from Moscow to Theodosia,
990 miles. Telegraphic communication already exists between St.
Petersburg and Cronstadt, Abo, Libau, Kowns, Keyeef, and Sim-
pheropol, and between Nicholaieff and Odessa. There is one feature
that presents a peculiar interest for the United States, namely, the
Russian government has just given its sanction to a grand scheme
for connecting St. Petersburg and New York by telegraph, via New
Archangel and Behring's Straits, having stations at the Amoor,
Irkutsk, and other central points on the way, across the vast conti-

lents of Eastern Europe and Asia. The American section of the

line will unite New York and San Francisco.

8. INCOME OF LONDON CH1ARITIES.

There are in London, twelve hospitals for general purposes, forty-
Six for special purposes, thirty-four dispensaries ; gmng relief to
365,956personseveryyear Ninety-twohospitals,[imncome]£300,000;
twelve societies for the preservation of life and health, benefitting

39,000, £40,000; seventeen penitentiaries and reformatories, £2,
500 ; fifteen charities for the relief of the destitute, benefitting 150,
000, £24,000; fourteen charities for debtors, widows, strangers,
&c., £30,000 ; four Jewish charities, exclusive of twenty minor

Jewish charities, £10,000 ; nineteen provident societies, £9,000

twenty-seven pension societies, benefitting 1,600, £58,968; thirty-

three trade societies, of a purely charitable nature, exclusive of
self-supporting societies, £113,467 ; a hundred and twenty-six

asylums for the aged, benefitting three thousand, £87,630 ; aine
charities for deaf, dumb, and blind, £25,000; twenty-one educa-

tional societies, £72,257 ; thirteen educationial asylums, exclusive
of schools supported by government, 1,777 persons, £45,435 ; sixty

Hoine Missions, nany of which extend their operations beyond the

flletropolis, £400, 000 ; five miscellanieous, not admitting classification,
£3,252; seven Churcli of England Foreigi Missions, £211,135.
The above represent a total yearly income of £1,768,945. To these

may be added five other societies not susceptible of classification,
iaaking a total of £1,683,197. If we separate the societies of a
Purely domestic character fromu those operations wh oiy or in part
coniducted in foreign lands, the result will be as follows: Home
charities, £1,222,529 ; foreign missions, £459,668. The amount
spent in foreign missions, therefore, is just one-third of that devoted
to the relief, instruction, and reformation of the poor, the ignorant,
the unfortunate, and the vicious in London.

9. BUSINESS AT THE PORT OF LIVERPOOL.

A recent number of Chambers' Journal contained an article
emubodying some interesting facts regarding Liverpool, one of the great
seaports of England and of the world. It appears that in 1857 nearly
one-half of all the products exported from England were shipped
from Liverpool. Out of £122,000,000 of exportation, £55,000,000
were exported from Liverpool, about half that amount from London,
sixteen millions from Hull, and the rest from Glasgow, Southamp-
ton, &c. The population, within four miles of the Exchange, at
the present time is about 600,000, and the rate of annual increase
about 10,000. The property and income tax paid by the inhabitants
in 1857 amounted to upwards of £7,000,000, or $35,000,000. The
amount of tonnage belonging to the port in the same year was 936,
022 tons, being greater by 76,882 than that of London itself. The
amount of shipping which entered and cleared during the same year
was upwards of nine million tons! Of the vessels which arrived
from abroad, the United States sent by far the largest and most
numerous, viz : 934 ships, of an average burthen of more than one
thousand tons. There were from Italy 174 vessels, froin Russia
102, and from France 317.

One great branch of the shipping business of Liverpool, is the
shipment of emigrants to foreign and colonial countries. The tide
of German emigration, even now, flows through England and escapes
through Liverpool, in preference to Hamburgh and Bremien. Of
the 212,875 British emigrants in 1857, nearly 156,009 sailed fromi
this port. Of the above number, the United States attracted 126,
905, British America 21,000, and Australia 61,248. The number
of emigrants who left the shores of Great Britain from 1815 to 1857,
was upwards of four millions and a half.

The pride of Liverpool is her docks, which cover a space of no
less than four hundred acres of water along the Mersey. They
extend on the Liverpool side of the river a distance of five miles,
and two miles on the Birkenhead side. The sea-wall along the
Liverpool side by which the shipping in the docks is preserved from
wind and storm, is one of the greatest works of any age. Its length
is upwards of five miles, its average thickness eleven feet, and its

average height fron the foundations, forty feet. Great difticulty
was experienced in gaining a stable foundation for this great structure,
and thousands of piles were driven and many great beams of timber

sunk to secure a firm bottom. Upwards of eighty pairs of gigantic

gates have been put up within the last thirty years, and some of

thein reacli to the unparalleled width of one hundred feet.

9. THE GULF STREAM.-IMPORTANCE OF THE PANAMA
ISTHMUS.

The Gulf Stream, where it quits the Gulf of Florida, has a

velocity of from three to five miles per hour (varying with the

season), a breadth of only a few miles, and a temperature of 83 deg.

Thence it follows the coast of America to about the 36th degree of

latitude, where it still possesses a temperature of 7 Ueg. Fahr., and

where it quits the coast about Cape Fear, and, encwg the Azores,
spreads itself in wide diverging streams over t basin of the

Atlantic, between the coasts of America and Spain, formmg a vast

eddy, overgrown with the ''saragasso," or gulf weed. The main

stream, however, continues to run northwestward, directed full

towards the British Islands, to about the 46th parallel, on the 40th

degree of west longitude, where its force is much weakened by

subdivision. The surface water, however, continues to flow onwards

in the same direction, and its presence on our western shores is

evinced by the warm vapours of the southwest winds wafted from

above it, and by tropical plants and seeds thrown ashore on the west

coast of Ireland, on the Hebrides, and even on Norway. [See

page 55. ] Were the Isthnmus of Panama broken throùgh, there is

no doubt that the whole climate of our islands would undergo a most

notable deterioration.-Eacyclopædia Britannica. Ne w Edition.

.--- -.

1. SPRING.

It is the resurrection time. The earth
Hath put on a new ranient, and stands forth,
Bidding her children look upon her face.
The towering maple and the spreading elum
Lift up their emerald banners, and the musa
Creeps silently oWer the gray rock, and spreads

A velvet cushion o'er the fallen oak,
A tufted carpet underneath the trees.
Up in the imterlacing branches, choira
Of singing birds utter their bursta of song,
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And pour upon the spell-bound worshipper, as nany as twelve hundred or fourteen hundred changes or card arFloods of glad melody. The sunlight looks required for their completioo. Satin and satinet are peculiar kindThrough the green boughs, and charms the forest flower of s for twill and exhibit in a mont perfect mauer the lustre of tFron its most secret haunts. The grand old earth material of whic they are composed. Brocade is the genral ternSeems like a glorious temple, and each tree, for tissue of silk with gold or silver threads-a fabrie of exceedinkEach shetered nook, a holy shrine, where nos richness. Lutestring, Gros de Naples, Persian, &c., are names giveiMay pause to render honage. to plain fabrics of silk, differing little from each other except in theirOn the bank thickness, or in the quality of silk. Tabberet, tobine serge, leva-
There are sweet clusters of blue violets tine, etc., are twilled fabries, occasionaîly relieved with satin stripes
Which look so lovingly into my eyes. and cheek, and are to be found of ail qualities and colors. Crape,That I would take themn from their wildwood home, craped or smooth-gau e i al its varietiesvibbons of multitudinopesTo my own garden. And along the path, , ensed o-, &ro - e al tw ilel tisn o or. crpeThe little white flowers peep to catch the 'lighit sot-bandaas, &c., &c.--are wo we rions of muitudmuscrpSpng ies heit h hlwer gle acs. Bheninhrus tion. In fact, it would be almost impossible to enuinerate the
Spring gives the with her glances. Bnding harubs varous stuff woven from silk, either for the purpose of clothing,Are wreathed with stainles, blossom, and the marsh upholstery, or ornament ; but an idea of its cheapnes' and univer-Keeps in its damp recesses, flaming bloom, sality may be formed froin the fact that, at the prsent tne, thereYon clump of otorn is scarcely an individual, even in very humble life, but uses it to
Hath thrown o its whie gandn and the lanbs some extent, either for the purposes of dress or of ornament.Lie in quiet shadows. Winding patha g d MANUFACTURE OF PENNY POSTAGE STAMPS.

Chequer the hiil-side, where the flocks have souglit4.MNFCUE0 
PNN POTG STMS

The murmuring streani, which, like a singing child, The London journals report that the annual demand for pennyGoes gently through the meadows. The soft air postage stamps in Great Britain is little short of 500,000,000. Sup-Stirsgracefully the pliant willow wgs, posing the year to contain 200 working days, that gives for everyAnd wakes to freser life the drooping grass. working day about 1,600,000 stamps to be manufacturedfSpring hath a myriad elemnental hands
Which "cesse not, night nor day," their mystic work.Morn hath its dew ; noon-day its tides of liglit;'' *0t<ZtIEve hath its milion starry beams, and nightits spreading veil of darkness ; and the hills TuE MxsanqG LiN; or, Bible Women in the Homes of London Poor.
And lowly vales, the flashing lakes and streams By L N. R. utho of The Book ssd its Story." New York: Carter &Are putting on their rarest festal robes, By .. R author of " TeBoom s of o o
To greet the laden summer. Rer warm breath Bros. The work contains a most int n atSoun." n of the aour o teEven now is on the air, and her soft voice 'female Bible aents a eretn"cc un of the ausoteSpeaks from the waterfall ; her magic tones and sketches are painfully touching. They exhibit the u areneed humaSend a new thrill through every living thing, beart in sre of itl worst and bet phses. The female ageney employedAnd make the season a triumphal day , e n om its rst and bta. e sfem lGrand with its bright processions, resonant as been for many reasons highly appropriate snd successfa ny mp. lesWith trumpet noteq. It is a new earth, HASTE TO THE REsouE; or, Work whilAnd a new heaven were spread before our eves Wi
Ana inrougn the open portais we could look
On jewelled pavements, and inhale the life
From ail life-giving things. Each soul may findA wondrous revelation, strange as that
Which blessed the tranc'd Saint on Patmos iale.

-Mary A. Ripley.

2. TRE NEW GREAT SEAL OF ENGLAND.
The new Great Seal of England has been subrnitted to HerMajesty in council, approved, and delivered to the custody of theLord Chancellor. The old seal, by the Queen's command, wadefaced. Like*the Great Seals for the last 200 or 300 years, it lamade of silversing actualy composed of two seals, upon one ofwhich the obverse and on the other the reverse is engraved, andboth are used iii sealing documents, the wax being squeezed in asoft state between the two, the impression presentng thus theappearance of a modal in wax. With the exception of theseals inuse in time of the Commonwealth, the Great Seals have alwaysrepresented on the obverse the Sovereign on horseback, and on thereverse the Sovereigu on the throne, each being accompanjed withsuch other figures allegorical or otherwise, the taste of theengraver may suggest and the Sovereign may approve. In thepresent seal the obverse represents a page leading ier Majestyhorse, and on the reverse Her Majesty sits on a throne under ahandsomne canopy, supported on either side by a figure of religionand auothier of justice. -Conrt JournLal.

3. THE VARIOUS SILK FABRICS.
Silk is woven into curious fabrics, plain and figured, by tlejacquard lom, and also into velvets. The fine soft pile of velvet laproduced durlng the process of weaving, by inserting short pieces ofthread doubled under the shoot or weft, and which stand upright insuch a way, and so close together, as entirely to conceal the inter-lacings of the warp and shoot. In the production of every yard ofvelvet, six yards of pile at least are used. The loop of the doublethreads intended for the pile are afterwardo divided by runing asharp instrument, called a treval, along the groove. Thla la doneby the hand, and of course requires great dexterity, as the ligldtetdeviation from the proper line would infalliby injure, if not wholilydestroy, the silk. Damasks of the most exqulisjte and elaboratepatterns are produced by the Jacquard loom, and in more instances

er ros. Tnis is a kindred book to the
-foregoing. I gives a graphie detail of the labours of the kind-bearted

autoress, in seeking to stem the torrent of intemperance and vice amongthe working men im the neighbourhood of ber husband' parish, St.Alkmond, Shrewsbury, England. The book contains a preface by Miss
Mars,-tbe perusal of whose soul-stirring " English Hearts and EnglishHands," had incited Mns. Wigbtman te the xnissionarv wok ihsenwrecords in ber " Haste to the Rescue." t ork which she now

- THE COTTAGE AND ITs VIsITOR ; By Miss Charlesworth NewYork: Carter and Bros. Few who bave read Miss Charlesworth'sMinistering Children " will be disa•poiuted lu perueisgthis abridgerntof a new work from her pen. It details with great sweetness eud
interest varied labours of the writer among the poor. " Its counsel (says
the preface) to those who desire to benefit the poor, but who feel the draw-back of persona! inexper.ieuce, is the result of loug and intiuîate acquaint-ance with them ; its narrative illustrations are strictly true, sud the subjectsof them were personally known to the writer."

- AacTIc ExrLoaATION : the United States Ginuell Expedition in
search f S i John Frankin; a personal narrative. By E. K. Kane, M.D.
Philadephia: Childs & Peterson. This work records a series of personalprivation and exposure, in search of the lost Franklin, which noue but in.trepid men like Dr. Kane could have had the courage to face. The Ameriesuexpeditions, althouglh nobly undertaken were, as in the case of Dr. Kaue's
second voyage to the Polar Ses, siugulitrly deficieut in rnauy of the cou-veumences and comforts which experience had shown to be absolutelynecessary in prosecuting a successful search. TheReprivationsuunecesssily
exposed Dr. Kane and bis companions to severe trials than those encounter
ed by the English navigators, but they servedto illustrate the endurance
sud devotion of that heroie man. The firgt Amenican expedition underLieut. De Haven, as recorded in this book, had less of stirring incident
than the second, under Dr. Kane, but it furnished an abundance of otherinformation of the deepest interest.

- LiPt oeo Da. KtANE. By Dr. Elder. Philadelphia: Childs &
Peterson. As a fittisg sequel to the life and labours of so (listinguished
an Aretic traveller a l•r. Kane, it was proper that a biographical sketch ofhis career should soon fo'low after his decease. This bas becu preparedby his friend, Dr. Elder. It is full of incident and of the enore atrikiegevents in Dr. Kane's life. It also containp an extended accourit cf thehonore paid to the memory of Dr. Kane during the passage of bis remains
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from Havanna to Philadelphia. This and the preceding work are well

illustrated by steel engravings and wood cuts.
- LIFE IN SPAIN ; Past and Present. By Walter Thornbury. New

York: Harper and Bros. As a book of travels this volume is rather

ainusing than instructive. It is chiefly filled with narratives of personal

adventure, and is illustrated with several wood engravings.
- MODERN HIsTORY ; from the time of Luther to the Fall of Napoleon.

By John Lord, A.M. Philadelphia: C. Desilver. Although an American

History of the various European nations, it is more free than usual from

those objectionable passages which so often disfigure American historical

and geographical works. The type is clear and the paper is good.
COMPENDIUM Of AMERICAN LITERATURE. By Charles D. Cleveland.

Philadelphh: E. C. & J. Biddle. This is in admirable compendium of

American Literature. It is chronologically arranged, and contains biographi-

cal sketches of the one hundred and sixty-eight authors cited, with selections

from their works. The specimens of American literature, given by the

author, are admirably chosen. They embrace nearly the entire field of

Ainerican literature, and include the names of all the distinguished authors

of the United States, beginning with Jonathan Edwards, and ending with

Bayard Taylor-an extract from wbose recent lecture in Toronto, we give
on page 55.

[Other works have been received from various publishers, and will be

noticed in our next.-ED.]

CANADA.

SCHOOL LANDs IN UPPER CAN-ADA.-Granmmar Schools. 5.247i acres

of those lands were sold during the past year,leaving 67,312Jstill on band.
The price of the lands sold is $9,447 92. The gross receipts of the year

$13,185 62. The net proceeds, deducting commission, ($l,062 32) is
$12,123 30. Common School.-The sales during the past year of the
b lance of the million of acres set apart by the 12th Vic., cap. 200, for
t reating a Common School Fund, amounted to 5,852 acres, leaving 19,736J
acres undisposed of. The purchase money of the lauds sold during the
year is $13,392 20. The gross receipts $50,167 45. The dishursements
for commission and refunds $3,611 22, leaving a net income for the year of

$46,556 23. The total net amount realized from these lands is $563.914 01.
-From the Report of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, 1859.

- LAw EXAMINATION. -UNIVERSITY OF TORONT.-The following are

the results of the recent exaninations in the Faculty of Law :-

MATRIcULATION.-GREEK AND LATIN-Class I-Selby, McCaul, Rolls.

Class III-Burnhan, McKellar, D'Aubigny, Idington, Freel, Smith.

MATREMATos. -Glass III.-Selby, D'Aubigny, Rolls, Burnham, Smith,
McKellar, Idington, Freel, McCaul.-ENoLIsu.-Class I.-Selby, Rolls.

Clas II.-McCaul. Class III.-Snith, Freel, D'Aubigny, Burnham,
Idigton, MeKellar. FRENc.-Class I.-Selby. Class II.-Rolls. Class

III.-McCaul. HISTORY.-Class I.-Selby. Class II -Burnham, McKellar,
Class II L-Idington, Rolls, Freel, D'Aubigny, Smiith, McCaul. First Year.

GREEK AND LATIN.-Class I.-McCabe, Sutherland, (eq.) ENGLISH-

Class I.-Sutherland,'Class II.-McCabe. FauscEL-Class II.-McCabe,
Sutherland. HIsToRv.--Class I.-Sutherland. Clasq IL McCabe. Looic,
ETRIC4 AND CIVIL PoLITY.-Clasi I.-Sutherland, Clas II.-MeCabe.

Second Year. Class I.-Hamilton. Class II.-Meredith, Kerr, W. J.,
McLennan, Scott, Osler, McGlashan, Smith, J. F., Stewart A. H., M,,ore,

Begue. Class III.-Upper Cross, Marling, Read, Joseph, Duggan, Penton,

Stewart, H. P., Wood. Third Year, Class II.-Miller, Smith, R (Sq.)

Douglas, Boys, Robertson, Stephens, O'Gara, Bull, Denison, English,

Bethune, Stayner. Class III.-MeMahon, O'3rien, MeIntyre. Candidates

for LL.B. Class I-Spencer, Livingsten. Class II.-Foster, Hancock.

Class Ill.-Wood, Benson, Bowlby, B!air, J. George Hodgins, Papps,

Cochrane, Ham, Cronyn, Curran. Special exanination for LL.B.-Rev.

A. Wickson. Scholarships. MARTICULATION.-Selby, first vear; lst

Sutherland, 2nd McCabe, second year, J. C. Hamilton. Silver medals

Were awarded te Spencer and Livingston of the fourth or LL.B. year.

VICTORIA COLEGE.-J. Campbell, A. M., having resigned his appoint-

tuent in the College, the students presented him with a compliment'ary

address, and gave him a dinner on leaving. Mr. Canpbell bas been

*ppointed Master of the Bradford Grammar School.

WOODsTOcR BAPTIST INsTITUE.-The Rev. Dr. Fyfe, late of this

city, bas been appointed Principal of this Institution.

GREAT BRITAIN.
OxFORD UNIVERsITY.-The Oxford Calendar for 1860 (recently

publisbed) shows an increase in the number of students, niembers of Con-
vocation, and members on the books, whicb, following upon a considerable
increase in 1859, is very satisfactory. The matriculations have advanced
from 399 in 1859 to 419 in 1860, an increase of 5 per cent. The Bachelors
of Arts have risen fron 277 to 300, an increase of 8 per cent.; and the
Regent Masters from 234 t 258, an increase of 10 per cent. The men-
bers of Convocation are now 3,828 against 3,659 in 1859, ain advance of
nearly five per cent.; and the members on the books are 6,297 against
6,194 in 1859, an advance of 1¾ per cent. The colleges in which the in-
crease is most remarkable are Christ Church, which bas risen from 793 to
840, an increase of 6 per cent.; Exeter, which has risen fron 524 to 545,
an advance of 4 per cent.; and Queen's, which has risen from 240 to 256,
an advance of almost 7 per cent. The only college in which the numbers
are seriously diminished is Worcester, which las fallen from 345 members
to 321, a decrease of seven per cent. Anong the halls the chief increase
is at St. Mary-hall, which has 71 members against 61 in 1859, an advance
of nearly 17 per cent.; while the chief diminution is at St. Edmund-lhal,
which has 64 members against 72 in 1859, a decrease of 11 per cent.-
Colonist.

- THE OaIori oF HARROw ScHOoL.-In the time of the Stuart's, a
certain farmer, in the neighbourhood of Harrow, naned Lyon, died, and left
part of hie property for the foundation of a school for the education of
poor lads born in the vicinity. This was the root from which the great
national academy of Harrow sprung. Lyon's property, not of very great
value when he died, bas now grown so great, that it Is thought that in a short
time the trustees will not know what to do with the money. Of course,
very few of the poor lads of the neighborbood find their way to this very
aristocratic echool; and it bis very much t the honor of Dr. Vaughan that,
during bis head.mastership, lie bas supported a school for the purpose of
giving a plain commercial education to the true objects of Farmer lyon's
charity; we only hope that bis successor will follow his example. It must not
be supposed, however, that the almost princely income which the head-
master of Harrow enjoys is derived from the trust-estates; on the contrary,
bis salary under Lyon's will amounts to no more we believe than £40 pet
annum, and yet it is believed tbat Dr. Vaughan has made out of the school
not less than £8,000 per annum. This large sum is derived partly from a
capitulation fee of something like £10 per head for each boy in the school,
and partly from the sums paid by parents for the residence of their sons
in the bouse of the head-master. All the Harrow masters enjoy, we believe,
the privilege of taking inmates in this way; and we believe that the second
master bas even a greater number of inmates than Dr. Vaughan.-The
Critic.

- MONUMENT TO REv. DR WATrs.-The monument to Dr. Isaac
Watts is to be placed on a natural mound in those fields which, it is said,
the poet had in bis eye, when composing the beautiful hynn on immor-
tality, with the line:

Sweet field@ beyond the swelling flood."

The place will hereafter be called " Watts' Park."
- THE Iais NATIONAL EDUcATIoN SYSTE.-A meeting lias been

held in Derry for the purpose of co-operating with the Ulster National
Education Society in upholding the principle of united education, and
opposing denominational grants in Ireland. The Biehop of Derry and
Raphee declined to take part in the proceedings, because lie is a com-
missioner of national education, but be expressed bis approval of the
"-good and righteous canise," for lie said he was thoroughly persuaded
that the national system bas already been productive of great good to the
country at large, and tbat it is founded on the righteous principle of "doing
to others as we would they should do unto us."

UNITED STATES.
MUNIFIIENT.-Mr. J. H. Brown, who supports fifty-two young

Baptist theological students at Howard College, in Alabama, ut an annual
cost of 81s,000, bas recently endowed a theological chair in that college
by a contribution of $25,000.

- SoUTHERN UNIvERsTY.-More than half a million in money bas
been subscribed in one or two of the Southern States to the fund now
being raised for the purpose of founding a University of the South. The
last meeting of the Board of Trustees was held at New Orleans, and pre-
sided over by Bishop Otey, of Tennessee.

1860.]
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- CHOCTAW ScHooL Fur>.-The far west correspondent of the Bos-
ton Journal writes that the Choctaws have permanent fund of more than
$1,000,000 in the hands of our government, including $1,000,000 set apart
for school purposes. The interest is paid annually, affording them a revenue
of $60,000, which meets all their governmental and educational expenses,
and obviates the necessity of taxes. There arc ten " mission" boarding
schools in the nation, at which, in addition to the common and higher Eng-
lish branches, the boys are systematically exercised at faim labor, and the
girls initiated into the manifold mysteries of housewifery. The Methodists
have charge of most of these institutions, but several are conducted by the
Presbyterians. Sone six hundred children are receiving instruction in
these schools.

POSTAGE REGULATION IN REGARD TO GRAM-
MAR AND COMMON SCHOOL RETURNS.

All official returns which are required by law to be forwarded
to the Chief Superintendent, or a Local Superintendent, and
which are nade upon the printed blank forms furnished by the
Educational Departnent, u8t be pre-paid, at the rate of one
cent, and be open to inspection, so as to entitle them to pass
through the post as printed papers. No letters should be en-
closed with such returns. A neglect to observe this regulation
has repeatedly subjected this Department to an unnecessary
charge of 14 ets. and 21 cts. on each package, including the
Post Office fine of nearlyfifWy per cent. for non-payment.

PRE-PAYMENT OF POSTAGE ON BOOKS.

According to the new Postage Law, the postage on ail books,
printed circulars, &c., sent through the post must be pre-paid
by the sender, at the rate of one cent per ounce. Local Super-
intendeuts and teachers ordering books from the Educational
Depository, will, therefore, please send such an additional sum
for the payment of this postage, at the rate specified, and the
new Customs duty, as may be necessary.

INDISTINCT POST MARKS.

We receive, in the course of the year, a number of letters
on which post marks are very indistinct, or altogether omitted.
These marks are often so important that Postmasters would do
well to see that the requirement of the post office department
in relation to stamping the post mark on letters is carefully
attended to.

SCHOOL REGISTERS SUPPLIED THROUGII LOCAL
SUPERINTENDENTS.

School Registers are supplied gratuitously, from the Depart-
ment, to Coinainon and Separate School Trustees in Cities,
Towns, Villages, and Townships by the County Clerk-through
the local Superinterndents Application should therefore be
made direct to the local Superintendents for them, and inot to
the Departnent. Those for Grammar Schools will be sent
direct to the head Masters, upon application to the Department.

PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
"Township and Couty Libraries are becomning the crown and glory of the Inatitu-

tions ofrthe Province."-Lord Elgin at the Upper Canada Provincial E.rhibi-
tion, Septemuber, 1854.

The Chief Superintendent of Education is prepared to appor-
tion one kundred per cent. upon ail sums which shall be raised
froni local sources by Municipal Councils and School Corpora-
tions, for the establishment or increase of Public Libraries in
Upper Canada, under the regulations provided according to law.
Prison Libraries, and Teachers' County Association Libraries,
rnay, under these regulations, be established by County Councils.
as branch libraries.

PRIZES IN SCHIOOLS.
The Chief Superintendent will grant one hundred per cent.

upon ail sums not less than five dollars transmitted to him by
Municipalities or Boards of School Trustees for the purchase of

books or reward cards for prizes in Grammar and Common
Schools. Catalogues and Forms forwarded upon application.
Where Maps, Apparatus, Prize, or Library Books are required,
it will be necessary to send not less than $5 for each class.

SCHOOL MAPS AND APPARATUS.
The Chief Superintendent will add one hundred per cent.

to any sum or sums, not less than five dollars, transmitted to
the Department by Municipal and School Corporations on
behalf of Grammar and Common Schools; and forward Maps,
Apparatus, Charts, and Diagrans to the value of the amount
thus augmented, upon receiving a list of the articlesrequired.
In all cases it will be necessary for any person, acting on behalf
of the Municipality or Trustees, to enclose or present a written
authority to do so, verified by the corporate seal of the Corpo-
ration. A selection of articles to be sent can always be made
by the Department, when so desired.

NO PENSIONS TO COMMON SCHOOL TEACHERS,
TUNLESs THEY sUBsCRIBE TO TUE FUND.

Public notice is hereby given to all Teachers of Common
Schools in Upper Canada who may wish to avail themselves at
any future time of the advantages of the Superannuated Com-
mon School Teachers' Fund, that it will be necessary for them
to transmit to the Chief Superintendent without delay, if they
have not already done so, their annual subscription of $4, com-
mencing with 1854. The law authorizing the establishment of
this fund provides, "that no teacher shall be entitled to share in
the said fund who shall not contribute to suchfund at least at
the rate of one pound per annum." No pension will be granted
to any teacher who has not subscribed to the fund.

M RS. SIMPSON'S ESTABLISHMENT for the BOARD & EDUCA.
TION of YOUNG LADIES, 4 & 5, Inkerman Terrace, Montreal.

In the system of Instruction adopted, a high Educational Standard is
aimed at, and no pains are spared to ensure proficiency both in the solid
branches and accomplishments. AIl the arrangements of the Sehool are
are made witb a view to the health and comfort of Pupils. For Prospectus
apply to Messrs. B. DAwsoN & Son, 23, Great St. James Street, Montreal,
or at the Sehool.

Montreal, April, 1860. [pd. St. auj.

LOVELL'S SERIES OF SCHOOL BOOKS.

NEW 0OKS JUST PUBLISHED.

R HE NATIONAL ARITHMETIC, in theory and practice (in
decimals.) By J. H. Sangster. Price 60 ets.

NOTES AND RXERCISES IN NATURAL PHILOSOPHY,
including Staties, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, Dynamies, and Hydrody.
namics. By J. H. ýsangster. Price 75 ets.

THE CLASSICAL ENGLISH SPEIrLLING BOOK, comprising
ail the important Root words fron the Anglo Saxon, the Latin, and
the Greek, and several hundred exercises in derivations and in verbal
distinctions. By Geo. P. Vasey. Price 20 ets.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR MADE EASY, and adapted to the capa-
city of children; in which English accidence and etymological parsing
are rendered simple and attractive. By Geo. P. Vasey. Price 2o ets.

THE BRITISH-AMERICAN READER, for the use of Schools, on
the History, Geofogy, and Botany, Natural History and Productions.
Climate and Scenery of British North Aimerica. By J. Douglas
Borthwick. Price 0 oets.

For sale by R. & A. MILLER.
87 Yonge Street.

Toronto, February, 1860. [np 3t.fma 10d.

JOHN ELLIS, ENGRAVER and LITHOGRAPHER, 8, King Street
West, Toronto. Trustees supplied with School Seals at $2 each; also

Lever Presses and Dies for Corporations or Notaries, at $8. Arms or Crests
on Euvelopes.-Visitiug and Wedding Cards.

Toronto, February, 1860. [pd 3t.fma.

A DVERTIS EMENTS inserted in the Journal of Education for twenty-
five cents per line, which may be remitted in postage stamnps, or otherwise.

TERMS: For a single copy of the Journal of Education, $1 per auuum ;
back vols., neatly stitched, supplied on the saine terns. Ali subseriptious
to commence with the January Numuber, and payment in advance must iL
all cases accompany the order. Single numbers, 12; cents each.
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